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We apply a general heteroclinic and homoclinic bifurcation theory to the study 
of bifurcations of travelling waves of b&able reaction diffusion systems. Using the 
notion of separation, we first prove the existence of a cusp point of the set of 
travelling front solutions in the parameter space. This as well as the symmetry of 
the system yields a coexisting pair of front and back solutions which undergoes the 
homoclinic bifurcation producing a pulse solution. All the hypotheses imposed on 
the general heteroclinic and homoclinic bifurcation theorem are rigorously verified 
for a system of bistable reaction diffusion equations containing a small parameter 
E by using singular perturbation techniques, especially the SLEP method. A relation 
between the stability of front (or back) solutions and the intersecting manner of the 
stable and unstable manifolds is also given by means of the separation. 0 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Global bifurcation such as heteroclinic or homoclinic bifurcation has 
attracted much attention recently in dynamical system theory (see 
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[3,4, 141). One of the interesting results is, for example, a creation of the 
homoclinic orbit from two heteroclinic orbits. From a PDE viewpoint, this 
type of bifurcation is quite important, since, by introducing the travelling 
coordinate, the travelling front [resp. pulse] solutions correspond to 
heteroclinic [resp. homoclinic] orbits. 
In this paper, we shall apply such a global bifurcation theory to the 
following type of bistable reaction diffusion system: 
EW, = E2U,, + f( 2.4, v), 
0, = v.x,x + g(u, VI, 
(1.1) 
where E and z are real positive parameters. We also assume E to be suf- 
ficiently small, which represents ratios of diffusion and reaction of ZJ and u; 
u diffuses much slower but reacts much faster than v. The nonlinearity 
(f; g) is qualitatively depicted as in Fig. 1.1 (the detailed assumptions are 
given at the end of this section). Nullcline off intersects with that of g at 
three points P, Q, and R; P and Q [resp. R] are stable [resp. unstable] 
constant solutions of (l.l), which guarantees the bistability. 
Since we consider a bifurcation, we need to assume that (f, g) deforms 
according to some parameters. To be more precise, f and g are assumed to 
contain the parameters y and 8 so that, if 0=0, then f and g are odd 
symmetric with respect to R. The most typical example is given by the 
FIG. 1.1. Functional forms off and g. 
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following after shifting the origin to R (we use the same notation (u, u) as 
before): 
f(u, u; y, e) = - u3 + 24 - u, 
g(u, u;y, 8)=u-yu+e. 
(1.2) 
In order for (1.1) to be bistable, y must be larger than some positive 
constant y. 
In this paper, introducing the travelling coordinate [=x + et, we 
shall deal with the following three kinds of travelling waves of (1.1): (1) 
trauelling front, (2) trauelling back, and (3) trauelling pulse. Here the 
first one means a travelling wave U(c) satisfying limr, Pm U(c) = P 
and lim(, +m U(c) = Q, while the second one satisfies the contrary: 
lim i+-co U(O=Q and liq,., U(c) = P. The third one satisfies 
lim, + fm U(c) = 6” where d = P or Q. Note that this terminology is slightly 
different from the usual one as in [21]. In particular, if the velocity c = 0, 
then these travelling waves are called the standing waves. It is already 
known that, when 19 = 0, (1.1) has a standing front because of its odd sym- 
metry. Moreover, as was suggested in [ I2 J there occurs a pitchfork bifur- 
cation from the standing front and its imperfection in the class of the front 
solutions. See Fig. 1.2. Although r is regarded to be a bifurcation parameter 
in [ 121, the same type of bifurcation will occur, as in Sections 3 and 5 with 
respect to the parameter y. Note that, when 8 = 0, the existence of a front 





FIG. 1.2. Bifurcation diagram of travelling fronts, (a) 0 = 0, (b) 0 #O. 
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because of the odd symmetry. Therefore front and back waves coexist at 
each point of the pitchfork shaped set in Fig. 1.2(a). 
It is clear that the travelling wave with velocity c of (1.1) satisfies the 







where - means the differentiation with respect to the travelling coordinate. 
Obviously, by letting P= (a,, up) and Q = (u@, v,), a travelling front 
[resp. back] of (1.1) is translated to a heteroclinic orbit of (1.3) from 
(UP, 0, UP, 0) to (QT 0, VQ, 0) [resp. from (Uo, 0, vQ, 0) to (up, 0, vp, o)]. A 
travelling pulse corresponds to a homoclinic orbit based at (up, 0, up, 0) or 
(UQ, 0, VQI 0). We use the same notation P and Q to denote the equilibria 
in R4. 
The purpose of this paper is to understand the bifurcation of travelling 
waves of (1.1) by using the dynamical system approach, especially, a 
heteroclinic and homoclinic bifurcation theory. Our goal is to show the 
following: 
(I) cusp structure for fronts and creation of pulses (Theorem 3.8 and 
Theorem 4.3); 
(II) rigourous verzjkation for the onset of hetero- and homoclinic 
bifurcations (Lemma 2.9, Propositions 3.3 and 3.6, Theorem 5.18); 
(III) relation between stability in the PDE sense and intersecting 
manner of stable and unstable manifolds (Theorem 3.4(b)). 
Let us explain more about these three points. 
(I) In order to study the bifurcation of front solutions, we introduce 
the separation % following [14], which is a distance-like function of the 
stable and unstable manifolds of the equilibria P and Q. Obviously, E= 0 
means the existence of a heteroclinic orbit of (1.3). We remark that c 
should be taken as a parameter as well as y and 8, and hence, E becomes 
a function of c, y, and 0. Using E(c, y, 0), the pitchfork bifurcation of 
travelling fronts and its imperfection are explained as follows: Suppose 0 is 
a regular value of 3:“: R3 + R, the heteroclinic orbit persists in the two 
dimensional surface given by Z(c, y, 0) = 0 in the parameter space. The 
system (1.3) has symmetries coming from the autonomous property and the 
odd symmetry of (1.1 ), which are inherited to those of 0”. Then, regarding 
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6 to be a function of c with parameters y and 8, the pitchfork bifurcation 
point can be characterized as a cusp singularity of Z (explicit conditions 
will be given in Section 3, Proposition 3.1). This implies that the set of 
zeros of Z forms a cusp surface in the (c, y, @-space, which correctly fits in 
with the pitchfork bifurcation of fronts for 8 = Cl and its imperfection for 
6fO. 
The existence of pulses as well as the relation between fronts (backs) and 
pulses is also shown in the framework of (1.3). As noted above, the 
symmetry of the system (1.1) for 8 = 0 implies the coexistence of a front and 
a back forming a heteroclinic loop, from which a homoclinic orbit (based 
at P or Q) bifurcates under some generic conditions (see [4, 141 and also 
Section 2 of this paper). We can also show the global existence of travelling 
pulses (homoclinic orbits) with respect to the parameter y. The existence 
proof of pulses is not an easy problem in general by the PDE approach. 
Moreover both the stable and unstable manifolds of P (or Q) are two 
dimensional for our system (1.3), which apparently makes the problem 
more subtle than the case of nerve equations where the dimension of the 
unstable manifold is one (cf. [2, 13, 213). The symmetry of the system also 
plays an important role in constructing pulse solutions by the homoclinic 
bifurcation method (see Section 4). An interrelation among the fronts, 
backs, and pulses near the cusp point is also discussed in Section 6 where 
the symmetry of (1.3) again plays a crucial role to clarify the structure. In 
this direction, see also the work [ 211 for the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations. 
(II) Although the basic framework of the homoclinic and hetero- 
clinic bifurcations has been established by [3,4, 141, there is a difficulty 
which one may encounter to apply it, namely, to set up a situation where 
all the hypotheses are satisfied for the occurrence of ,such a bifurcation. 
We have to check several transversality and genericity conditions along 
the large amplitude generating orbits at the bifurcation point. Here, the 
generating orbit means the basic solution from which heteroclinic or 
homoclinic orbits emanate. This is, in general, a hard problem unless we 
know much about the precise orbital structure. In fact, [4,6] contain an 
interesting application of their theory to the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations 
of bistable type, nevertheless some conditions still remain as assumptions 
though they gave strong evidence to support their results. One of the 
fortunate situations is the case where the generating orbits are constructed 
by singular perturbation methods. Indeed, this is why we introduce the 
small parameter E. In such a case, we can control the global behavior of 
generating orbits for small E. For the same reason, the SLEP method (see 
[17-191 and references therein) is very useful for checking the conditions 
for the onset of the global bifurcation, though it was originally developed 
to study the stability properties of the singularly perturbed solutions. 
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Hence the singular perturbation method with the SLEP technique combined 
with the systematic use of the symmetries of (1.3) enables us to ensure the 
occurrence of heteroclinic and homoclinic bifurcations in (1.3). 
For the proof of the existence of a cusp surface in the (c, y, @-space, it 
is also needed to show the occurrence of the pitchfork bifurcation of fronts 
for 0 = 0, which shall be done in Section 5 by using the SLEP method. This 
is not only a restatement of the cusp structure in Section 3, but also offers 
an analytical tool to compute the detailed structure of it. 
Although we will adopt the nonlinearity (1.2) in the proofs of Proposi- 
tion 2.2, Theorems 3.4 and 5.18 in order to avoid the non-important 
complexity, the method employed here does not depend on the specific 
form of (1.2). In fact, essentially it is sufficient for us to assume the 
symmetry conditions in Section 2 as well as the bistability shown in 
Fig. 1.1. 
(III) The separation works effectively to visualize the behavior of the 
stable and unstable manifolds. On the other hand, the stability properties 
of the travelling fronts were studied in [20]. In order to link these two 
things, we make use of the SLEP method again. Note that this type of 
argument about the stability and the intersecting manner of these 
manifolds has been done related to the nerve equations (see, for example, 
[7, 13, 161) where the dimension of the unstable manifolds is equal to one 
as noted before. The separation works independently of the dimension of 
unstable and stable manifolds, and in fact, for our case (1.2) both stable 
and unstable manifolds of P (or Q) are two dimensional. We remark that 
a similar result to ours is obtained by [ 1 l] based on an index type of 
argument. 
Let us turn to the organization of the paper. In Section 2, we give 
fundamental properties for (1.3), especially its symmetries, and construct 
the separation, which will play a crucial role in this paper. We also present 
a general homoclinic bifurcation theorem. In Section 3, using the separa- 
tion, we show the cusp structure of the bifurcation set for fronts 
(heteroclinic orbits) as well as the relation between stability of fronts and 
the crossing manner of the stable and unstable manifolds. Section 4 treats 
the creation of pulse solutions (homoclinic orbits). In Section 5 we deter- 
mine the precise form of the pitchfork bifurcation of fronts for the original 
PDE system (1.1) with 8 = 0, which constitutes the main part of the 
verification of the nondegenerate conditions in Section 3. Finally in 
Section 6 we discuss the interrelation among the travelling fronts, backs, 
and pulses near the bifurcation point. 
The main results of this paper were announced in [15]. 
Now we shall state the assumptions on the nonlinearities off and g (see 
Fig. 1.1). 
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(N.l) fand g are smooth functions of u and v on some open set in R2. 
(N.2) f= 0 is S-shaped and consists of three branches u = h-(v), 
h,(v), and h+(v) (h ~ (v) < h,(v) < h+(v)), while g = 0 intersects once with 
each branch at P= (up, vP), R = (uR, vR), and Q = (ho, vo) (v,< vR < v,), 
respectively, as in Fig. 1.1 The signs off and g are both negative [resp. 
positive] in the upper [resp. lower] region of the curves f = 0 and g = 0. 
(N.3) J(v)=~~‘~~~f(u, v) du has a unique isolated zero at 
v*E(vmin, vmax); 
(N.4) f,(h,(v), v)<O for VE Cv,, v,l, gV-(uh v)<O< g@+(v), ~1 
for VE Iup, ~~1, g,(h+(uh 0) < 0 at u = ub (8 = P, Q) and (XL sW(u, ~1) 
(h,(v), 0) > 0 for v E Cup, 0~1; 
(N.5) fv(u, v)<O for (u, V)E {(u, u) I k(v)<udh+(u), u,<v<vQ}, 
and gU(u, v) > 0 at (u, v) = (u,, v8) (8 = P, Q). 
The last assumption concerns the symmetry of the nonlinearity. It is 
convenient to shift the origin to the middle equilibrium R, and hence 
R = 0. Hereafter we use the same notation (u, u) for the new variable 
(a-UR, v-vR). 
(N.6) f and g have parameters y and 8, and satisfy 
f(-4 -u;y,w= -f(u,v;y, -0) 
g( -u, -0; Y, 0) = -Au, v; Y, - 0 
In particular, if 8 = 0 then f and g are odd-symmetric and v* = 0. 
Remark 1.1. (a) The nonlinearity ( 1.2) satisfies all the above assump- 
tions. 
(b) The assumption for the sign of (a(f, g)/a(u, v))(h,(v), v) is 
equivalent to 
~g~h*WJw for UE [v-, v,], 
since, fromf(h,(u), v)=O, 
; g(h,(vh VI = fug,-fug, f" (u.fJ)= (hf(U).U) 
holds. 
Throughout this paper, we shall use the following notation. 
P=(c,Y,@, ~l=(--c,Y,~), P’=(c,Y, -0), P’=(-c,y, -0), and 
PC = (0, Yc, 0). 
-v~(P), -p8( P), v8( P), fcC( P): eigenvalues at d = P, Q. See Section 
2(A). 
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W”(F; ,n), W”(8; ,n): the stable and unstable manifolds of E for p. 
W”833(~; II), Wpp”2u(&; p): the invariant manifolds given in Section 2 
(Hypothesis 2). 
h,(t; p) (i = 1, 2): the heteroclinic orbits. 
Ei( p) = Ei(fi; p.+): the separation with respect to h,(t; p). See Section 
W, Cl. 
M, , M,, M,, M,, M, = M, n M, : the sets of parameters associated 
with the heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits. See the Homoclinic Bifur- 
cation Theorem in Section 2(B). 
C,,il(rW) = (~1 u is bounded and uniformly continuous on [w}. 
Cunif(R)= cunif(R) x Cunf(R). 
qw= www I Il%p2,= {J& JR leP “‘(d/dt)’ u(t)1 1’2 dt} < co}, 
where H”(R) is the usual Sobolev space on IJ! for nonnegative integer 
n and ~20. 
Lz( Iw) = Hz( [w) and L2( [w) = Li( iw). 
H;( [w) = H;([W) x H”,(R) and L2( [w) = L2( Iw) x L2( I%). 
(I!:)# ([w) = the dual space of H;(R). 
( ., . ): L2-inner product. ( ., . >,, is also used to specify the independ- 
ent variable. 
L”(R)= {u I ess.s~p~,~ lu(i)l -c +a} 
C,=(~E~=IR~II>-~,~LE+}). 
C~,U.(lR) = the uniform convergence on any compact subset of Iw in the 
P-sense. 
2. HETEROCLINIC BIFURCATION THEORY AND SEPARATION 
As we have noted in the previous section, we shall deal with the four- 
dimensional ordinary differential equations (1.3) having the parameters c, 
y, and 8, where r is a constant and . stands for the derivative with respect 
to the travelling coordinate, which we denote by t in the rest of this paper 
except Section 5. Let us write (1.3) in the form 
u 
C 





dR4,p= y ER3. (2.1) 
l9 
Vl 
Note that the arguments in this section remain valid for any system satisfy- 
ing (Sym. 1) and (Sym. 2) below. 
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This section is divided into three parts: We first summarize some 
fundamental properties of this system (2.1), which play important roles in 
the sequel. Then, we give a general theorem on a homoclinic bifurcation by 
[4, 141 which will be applied to our system in this and subsequent sections. 
Finally we state one of our main results (Theorem 2.5) as well as its proof. 
Since the proof of this theorem is lengthy, several lemmas are proved in 
appendices. 
(A) Fundamental Properties of the System 
We begin with the symmetry property of our system (2.1), since it plays 
a crucial role in our paper. It is easy to check that our system (2.1), 
1= Y-(x; p), has the following two kinds of symmetry. 
(Sym. 1) ~(Jx; c, y, 0) = -J~(x;. -c, y, e), where 
J= 
(Sym. 2) 9(-x; c, y, 19) = -B(x; c, y, -0). 
The first one comes from the fact that, if there exists a travelling wave 
with the speed c in the original reaction diffusion system, then there also 
exists a travelling wave with the speed - c having the reflected spatial form. 
The second symmetry is related with the odd symmetry off and g. These 
two symmetries imply the third one: 
(Sym. 3) 9( - Jx; c, y, 19) = JT(x; -c, y, -0). 
Note that the matrix J is idempotent: J2 = Z, and hence, J-l = J. There- 
fore the system (2.1) has the symmetry group Z,OZ, acting on it. 
Next we examine the equilibrium points and their eigenvalues. Since the 
original reaction-diffusion system is bistable, the curves given by f (u, u) = 0 
and g(u, u) = 0 intersect at three points: 
p = (UP, UP), e = (UQY up), R = (u,, u,), 
for y > y, where up < uR < uo. These intersection points correspond to 
equilibria of the ODE system (2.1), respectively, which we denote by the 
same notation, that is, 
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Furthermore, we denote them by P(p), Q(p), and R(p) when we put an 
emphasis on their parametric dependence, though these equilibria depend 
only on the parameters y and 8. Since these equilibria are isolated as far as 
y > y, the symmetries (Sym. 1) and (Sym. 2) immediately imply 
J.P(PL)=P(P), 
J.Q(P) = Q(P), 
c=L 
and 
P(c, Y, -0) = -Q(c, Y, 01, 
Q(c, Y, -0) = -P(c, Y, 0). 
GQ)L-’ 
If E > 0 is sufficiently small, a direct computation shows that the set 
Spec(b; p) of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix D9(B; p) at the 
equilibrium point 8 = P(p) or Q( cl) consists of 
-VAPL), -PAP), VI(h), k?(P)> 8 = p or Q, P = (c, Y, 01, 
which are real and distinct, and satisfy 
-v&(P)< -Pb(~)<O<VC(~L)<Kb(~). (2.3) 
In the sequel, we use the following abbreviation: For p = (c, y, t9), let ,LL’ 
stand for (-c, y, e), while p2 for (c, y, - 0). If it causes no confusion, we 
omit the parametric dependency of the equilibria and their eigenvalues. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) Spec(8; ,D) = -Spec(d; II’) for 8 = P and Q. 
(b) Spec( P; p) = Spec( Q; ,D’). 
Prooj (a) By (Sym. 1 ), we have 
F(Jx; p) = -JF(x; p’), 
and hence, 
DF(Jx; p)J= -JDS(x; /A’), 
by differentiation. Then (2.2), and J* = I imply 
DF(6; ,u)J= DF(J&‘; p) = -JDcF(d; p’), 
which shows that the characteristic equations of DF(8; p) and 
-Dp(b; ,u’) are coincident with each other. This proves (a). 
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(b) A similar argument using (Sym. 2) shows 
D~“(P(~);~)=o~(Q(~z,;~L2), 
from which (b) follows. 1 
In particular, if c = 8 = 0, then we have 
Spec(P; po) = Spec(Q; po) = -WW; ,ao), PO = (0, Y, 01, 
and hence, 
VAPO) = PAPO) and %A PO) = VA PO), d=Pand Q. 
Since the Jacobian matrix at each equilibrium point Q = P and Q has 
two negative and positive eigenvalues, respectively, the equilibrium point is 
hyperbolic and its stable and unstable manifolds are of two dimension, 
respectively. As usual, we denote them by IV(&) = W”(& p) and W(8) = 
W”(F; p). Generically, these stable and unstable manifolds of the equilibria 
do not intersect. Suppose W(P; .D) and W”(Q; p) intersect for some 
parameter p = (c, y, 0), then we have a heteroclinic orbit h,( t; p) from P 
to Q. On the other hand, suppose 
then we have a heteroclinic orbit h,(t; p) from Q to P. Here the suffix “1” 
stands for “from P to Q” while the suffix “2” stands for “from Q to P.” In 
order to make notation concise, we denote by al: [resp. &FL?] the equi- 
librium corresponding to lim,, ~oc h,(t; ,u) [resp. lim,, +m h,(t; p)]. In 
other words, 
&,=P,&:=Q and &;=Q,&;=P. 
The next proposition shows a symmetric property of the manner of the 
existence of these heteroclinic orbits. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose there exists a heteroclinic orbit h,(t; p) from 
P to Q in (2.1) for some p = (c, y, 0). Then there exists a hetroclinic orbit 
h,(t; pl) [resp. h,(t; /A’)] from Q to P for p1 = (-c, y, 0) [resp. p2= 
(c, y, -tl)] in (2.1). Moreover, these heteroclinic orbits can be taken to 
satisfy 
Mt;I*l)=Jhl(-cp) and h,(t; p’) = -h,(t; ,a). 
ProoJ Since x(t) = h,( t; ,u) is a heteroclinic orbit from P to Q in (2.1), 
it is a solution of f = 9(x; CL) satisfying 
lim h,(t;p)=P(p) and lim h,(t; p) = Q(P). 
I--t -cc I--t -es0 
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Let y(t) = Jh i ( - t; ,u), then 
j(t)= -J&t;p)= -W(h,(-t;p);p)=P-(Jh,(-t;p);p’), 
where the last equality follows from (Sym. 1). This shows that y(t) is a 
solution of (2.1) for p1 = (-c, y, 0). Moreover, 
and 
lim y(t) = lim J/2,(-t; cl) = JQ(,u) = Q(p), 
I--t -30 I--r --a 
lim y(t)=f~~xJhl(-t;p)=JP(p)=P(p). 
t--r +a 
Therefore, y(t) is a heteroclinic orbit from Q to P of (2.1) for p1 = ( -c, y, e), 
and hence, we have 
because of the uniqueness of the solution of (2.1). 
Putting y(t)= -h,(t;p), we can similarly show that y(t) satisfies (2.1) 
for p2 = (c, y, - 0) and 
lim y(t) = Q(p2) and lim y(t) = P( p’), *+ -‘I I--r +cc 
which proves the latter half of the proposition. 1 
In particular, suppose the system (2.1) has a heteroclinic orbit from P to 
Q for 0 = 0 and suitable c and y, then it also has a heteroclinic orbit from 
Q to P for the same paramter value, and these two heteroclinic orbits form 
a loop which we call a heteroclinic loop connecting P and Q. In such a 
situation, a bifurcation producing a homoclinic orbit occurs by slightly 
perturbing the heteroclinic loop. In the next subsection, we give a general 
theorem for such a homoclinic bifurcation obtained by [4, 141. 
(B) A General Homoclinic Bifurcation Theorem 
Throughout this subsection, we deal with an ODE system of the form 
(2.1), f = 9(x; p) with x E W4 and p E W”, and give a restricted description 
of the result of [4, 141 with the dimension of the dynamic space being 4, 
which is sufficient for our purpose. Here we follow the formulation given 
by C141. 
Suppose the ODE system .C= 5(x; ,u) has two hyperbolic equilibria P 
and Q with the real distinct eigenvalues --)I&, -ps, v8, K, (8 = P, Q) 
satisfying 
-r/R< --p,<o<v,<Ic,. 
We also assume the following three hypotheses. 
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HYPOTHESIS 1 (Existence of Heteroclinic Loop and Its Asymptotic 
Behavior). For some value of parameter p.+, there exist a heteroclinic orbit 
h,(t;,u*) from P to Q and a heteroclinic orbit h,(t; p*) from Q to P 
simultaneously, forming a heteroclinic loop, which satisfy the following 
asymptotic behavior as t tends to f 00: 
lim e-“+ Ih,(t; p,)- PI #O; lim epQ’ Ih,(t; ,u,)- Ql #O 
,- -cc I--t +cc 
and 
lim e-“Q’ Ih,(t; p,) - Ql ~0; lim epp* Ih,(t; p.J- PI ~0. 
I+ -cc I--+ +cc 
HYPOTHESIS 2 (Uniqueness of the Bounded Solution). The adjoint 
equation 
t = -2. D9(hi( t; p*)); p,) (i= 1, 2) (2.4) 
has a unique boundedfundamental solution di(t; p,) up to a constant multiple 
for each i= 1,2. 
HYPOTHESIS 3 (Nondegeneracy of Parametric Dependence). Define a 
k-dimensional vector qi (i = 1,2) by 
qi’s+m - --co qi(c p,) .$ ~(hi(c cL*); p*) dt (i= 1,2). 
Then q1 and q2 are linearly independent. 
HOMOCLINIC BIFURCATION THEOREM [4, 141. Under the hypotheses 
(Hypotheses l-3), 
(a) the set of parameters M, = { p 13 heteroclinic orbit from P to Q of 
(2.1) at p} [resp. M2 = {pi 3 heteroclinic orbit from Q to P of (2.1) at p}] 
forms a hypersurface (of codimension 1) in a neighborhood of p.+ in [Wk. 
Furthermore, M, and M, intersect transversely at p*. 
(b) The set of parameters M, = ( p 13 homoclinic orbit based at 6 of 
(2.1) at P> (g= P, Q> f arms a hypersurface (of codimension 1) in a 
neighborhood of pL* in Rk with the boundary M, n M,. Furthermore, 
(b-l) lj-vp > pp [resp. ve > pQ], then M, [resp. MP] is tangent to 
M2 Crew MI1 at P* ; 
(b-2) ifv,<p, [resp. ve <pe], then M, [resp. MP] is tangent to 
Ml [rev. M21 at P*; 
(b-3) if vp = pp [resp. vQ = pe], then, under further hypothesis: 
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HYPOTHESIS 4. The vector 
is linearly independent to q, and q2, 
M, [resp. MP] is tangent to neither M, nor M, at ,u* in any hypersurface 
transverse to qp [resp. qa]. 
Remark 2.3. We apply this theorem to our system (1.3) in Section 4, 
where all the hypotheses are actually verified: Indeed, Lemma 2.6 shows 
Hypothesis 1, Lemma 2.9 shows Hypothesis 2, and Lemma 4.4 shows 
Hypothesis 3. Note that Hypothesis 2 of this paper is equivalent to a more 
geometric condition imposed in [14]. This equivalence is stated in 
Lemma 2.7 and is proved in Appendix A. 
In the proof of this theorem given in [ 143, the notion of separation plays 
an important role. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A continuous function Z(p) defined in a neighborhood 
JV of pL* is called a separation with respect to a heteroclinic orbit from P 
to Q if the following condition is satisfied: 
E(p) = 0 for p E JV if and only if there exists a heteroclinic orbit 
from P to Q of (2.1) at p. 
For example, we can easily see that 
Z(P) = distance of I%‘“( P; p) and W’( Q; p) 
is a separation. It is, however, rather messy to give an explicit expression 
of this separation. By modifying it, a differentiable separation was intro- 
duced in [ 141 under Hypothesis 1 and a condition equivalent to 
Hypothesis 2. 
(C) Construction of a Differentiable Separation 
Now we go back to our ODE system (2.1) derived from the original 
reaction-diffusion system. The next theorem is the first one of our main 
results. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose the system (2.1) has a heteroclinic orbit h,( t; u*) 
from P to Q [resp. h,(t; p,) from Q to P] at u = u*, then, for sufficiently 
small E, we can construct a differentiable separation Z,(p) [resp. &(u)] 
with respect to h,(t; uL*) [resp. h,(t; u,)] in a sufficiently small neighborhood 
of u* having the following properties: 
(a) CalaPL) zi(P*)=S+Z Bi(t;~*).(JlJ~L)~(hi(t;~*);~*)dt=q;. 
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(b) The separations .5’,(u) and Ez( u) satisfy 
z, (c, y, 0) = -a -c, 7, 0 
and 
Zl(C, y, e) = &(c, y, -e). 
Since heteroclinic orbits are obtained by the singular perturbation 
method with respect to E in our system (1.3), we should write them as 
h,(t; &.) where & = (c:, y.+, 0,). However, for simplicity, we omit the 
superscript E until there appears the necessity for it in the next section. The 
rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. In order to 
prove (a) and (b) of the theorem, we may only deal with the heteroclinic 
orbit from P to Q, since the similar argument shows the remaining. The 
main part of the proof is to check Hypotheses 1 and 2 of the previous sub- 
section and to examine the symmetry of the separation. We begin with the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.6. For sufficiently small E > 0, the heteroclinic orbit h,(t; uL*) 
from P to Q satisfies 
lim e-“p’ Ih,(t; u*)- PI #O; lim ePaf Ih,(t;u*)-Q/ #O. 
t- -a? 1- +m 
In fact, the heteroclinic orbit h,(t; p) can be constructed as a travelling 
front solution by using a standard singular perturbation technique applied 
to the original reaction-diffusion system for sufficiently small E, the way of 
which also proves the asymptotic behavior of h,( t; u*). See [ 12, Sect. 23 
for the details. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose the system (2.1) has a heteroclinic orbit h,(t; uL*) 
from P to Q satisfying the asymptotic behavior of Lemma 2.6. Then the 
following three conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The adjoint equation 
i= -i.D9(hI(t;u*);uL*) (2.4) 
has a unique bounded fundamental solution q,(t;u*) up to a constant 
multiple. 
(b) dimLIT,,,,,, ) WP; P,) n Thc,,Ir,j W”(QA,JI = 1 for all tE R and 
the adjoint equation (2.4) has a bounded fundamental solution G,( t; uL*) with 
lim eCPP’ql(t, uL*) # 0 and lim eYa’ql(t, u,) #O. (2.5) 
I--r -co r- +cc 
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(c) Let W’Q,~(Q;~~) be an invariant manifold under the system (2.1) 
for p = p* which is tangent at Q to the eigenspace of DS(Q; pL*) correspond- 
ing to -qe, --pa, and vp. Similarly we define Wppp3’(P;p*). Then 
WYP; P*)* wYQ-sce; P*) and Wppp.“(P; p,) 5 W”(Q; p,), 
Proqf: See Appendix A. 1 
Remark 2.8. In [14], the condition (c) is used as an assumption 
instead of Hypothesis 2. Note that the invariant manifolds Wy~,s(~; p,) 
and W-pb3S(b; p.+) (&‘= P, Q) are not unique in general. This lemma, 
however, shows that the condition (c) is independent of the choice of these 
manifolds, besides the geometric meaning of Hypothesis 2. 
LEMMA 2.9. For sufficiently small E > 0, the heteroclinic orbit h,(t; p*) 
from P to Q satisfies Lemma 2.7(a). 
Proof The proof of this lemma can be done by solving the adjoint 
equation (2.4) using what is called the SLEP method [lS]. See 
Appendix B. 1 
By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.9, the hypotheses (Hypotheses 1 and 2) are verified 
and therefore, we can construct the separation Zi(p) using the method 
given in [14] as follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. First we consider the variational equation 
i = DF(h,(t; p*); pu,) .z (2.6) 
along the heteroclinic orbit h,(t; pL*). Since we have checked Hypotheses 1 
and 2 for hl(t;pL*), a standard technique in, e.g., [S, 143 (see also 
Appendix A), gives us a set of linearly independent fundamental solutions 
PI(t) = PI(C P,), u1(t) = u,(c P*L 
sl(t) = s,(t; P,)? 41(t) = 4,(c P*) 
satisfying the following asymptotic behaviors: 
lim e-“+pl(t) #O, lim e”Q’pl(t) # 0, 
t- -m r--r +m 
lim eCKP’u,(t) #O, lim eCKQ’u,(t) #O, 
I--t -m I--r +a0 
(2.7) 
lim eq+sl (t) # 0, lim eqQ’s,(t) # 0, 
I--r -uo r- +cc 
lim epprqI(t) #O, lim eCYQ’ql(t) #O. 
,- --m I--r +m 
505/86/?-6 
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In particular, we can put p,(t) = (d/dt) h,(l; CL*). Assume these fundamental 
solutions are column vector functions of t. Let the fundamental matrix 
XI(~) = XI(~; K+) be 
X,(t) = (PI(t), u,(t), S,(f), q,(t)) 
and define the row vector functions 
I%(t) = A(c P,), G(t) = fi,(c P*), 
s^1(t)=s^,(t; P,), 41(t) = 4l(C P*) 
as 
then these are linearly independent fundamental solutions of the adjoint 
equation (2.4), and gl(t) especially satisfies (2.5) of Lemma 2.7. 
Similar construction of fundamental solutions can be done for the varia- 
tional equation along the heteroclinic orbit h,(t; pi) [resp. h,(t; pi)] and 
its adjoint equation, since Hypotheses 1 and 2 are also verified for such a 
heteroclinic orbit in view of Lemma 2.6, Proposition 2.1, and Proposi- 
tion 2.2. We denote the fundamental solutions by 
Note also that the coefficient of the variational equation satisfies 
D@-“(M-t; PL:)i p*)J= -JDP(h,(t; P*); t/Q (2.8) 
DS(h,(t;/1:);CL*)=D~(hl(t;II*); (Pg. (2.9) 
This implies the following symmetry properties of the fundamental 
solutions. 
LEMMA 2.10. We can choose fundamental solutions 
Pi (tk ui(t)9 si(t)3 qi(t) (i= 1,2) 
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so as to satisfy 
qZ(w;)=Jql(-t;P*)Y 
s*(w:,)=J4W;P*). 
42(t; P’,, = -41(c P*h 
s,(t; cl’,, =s,(t; P*)* 
ProoJ See Appendix C. 1 
Using the fundamental matrix X,(t; cl) (i= 1, 2), Lemma 2.10 is sum- 
marized by 
X*(t;~:,)=JXl(-t;~*)Cl, (2.10) 
X2(t; P’,, = -X,(t; p*,)c,, (2.11) 
Next, putting x=h,(t;p*)+z (i=l,2) and @=F-P*, we rewrite 
i = F(x; p) to 
i = DtF(hi( t; jL*); jl*)z + Nj( t, z, fi; P*), (2.12) 
where 
~j(t,z,p;~*)=(~(hj(t;~,)+z;Cc)-~(~,(t;~*)+z;~~)) 
+ pwt; p*)+z; P*)-~(h(cP*); P,) 
-Mhk p*); P*)ZJ. (2.13) 
Let us consider the solution z(t)= z,(t; t, fi; p,) of (2.12) with the initial 
cdndition 
Z(0) = ~(“‘Ui(O; /A*) + (‘“‘Si(O; cl*) + <“‘qi(O; cl*) (i = 1, 2), (2.14) 
where 
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In other words. 
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0 
zi(“; 57 ci; P*)=xi(o; P*)’ 5 . 
0 
(2.15) 
Then, by using the variation of constants formula, the asymptotic behavior 
of fundamental solutions given in (2.7) implies that x=hi(O; p,) + 
XJO; p,)(i) belongs to IV’(&,:; p); i.e., z,(t; 5, j& CL*) remains bounded and 
small as t tends to - co, if and only if 
E;(t, ci; CL*) = 0 (i = 1, 2), (2.16) 
where 








See [14, Sect. 21 for the details. Here c?~? was defined before Proposi- 
tion 2.2. 
Likewise, we can show that x=h,(O; pcL*)+Xi(O; p,)(F) belongs to 
w”(d,?; p) if and only if 
ET (t, P; P,) = 0 (i = 1, 2), (2.18) 
where 
E+(L A P,) 
Xi(t; P*)-l Ni(t, z,(t; 5, Pi P*), F; P*) dt 1 (2.19) 
and 
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From (2.17) and (2.19) we obtain 
and therefore, from the implicit function theorem, (2.16) and (2.18) as well 
as Er? (0,O; p.+) = 0 give the following local expression of the stable and 
unstable manifolds: 
wya;; p): (2.20) 
w”(8+; p): (2.21) 
Furthermore, we can show that 
a<!+ 
-z& (030; P,) = 03 ~(o,o:p*)=o, 
ap+ ap+ 
ag’“’ (090; P* I= 09 
which, again from the implicit function theorem, solve the equation 
4’“’ = pqp p. p ) 
p = (;“)+ (& fi: p*) (i= 1, 2) 
I ’ ’ * 
to yield 
5’“’ = $“‘( $ p ) I ‘* and 5’“’ = 5!“‘( p. p ) I 3*’ 
Define the desired separation Zi( ,u) = Ei( p; cl,) by 
Ei(/4)=t~q’-(5j”‘(P; P*)Y P;P*)--5~q)+(5~3)(1ii P*)T ii IL*) (2’22) 
for i = 1, 2 and p = p.+ + p. See Fig. 2.1 for the schematic picture. 
It is, then, easy to see that Ei(p) =0 if and only if w”(S,:; p) n 
kV(aC? ; p) # a for any ,u sufficiently near c(* , by definition of Zi( p). 
Moreover, simple calculation as in [14, Sect. 31 shows that Zi(~) is 
differentiable and 
Therefore, the construction of the separation and the proof of 
Theorem 2.5(a) are completed. 
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= 
FIG. 2.1. A schematic picture of the separation. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.5(b), we summarize the symmetry proper- 
ties Of Ni(f, Z, fi; P,), zi(t; 5, Pi P*), E:(t, Pi PL*)F 51”‘-(t”7 F; PL*)Y 
5f’)+(t”, p; p,), ~$)‘(5’, fi; pu,) (where 5’~ RI, 51”‘(li; P,), and $‘)(A P,). 
LEMMA 2.11. 
(4 
N,( -6 Jz, P; P,) = -JN,(t, z, P’; P’,,, 
Nl(f, -z, P; P,) = -NAG z, P’; Pi,. 
(b) 
zz(t;r,li;~*)=Jz,(-t;~‘,5,P’;~L:), 
z,(t; 5, P; II*) = --z,(t; &z, p2; PLZ,), 
where cl and c2 are 3 x 3 matrices given by 
and 
where i’ denotes the suffix opposite to i, that is, i’ = 3 - i for i= 1, 2. 
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Proof: See Appendix D. 1 
Using (d) and (e) of Lemma 2.11, we can easily check the symmetry 
properties of Ej( p) as follows: 
w-4 = 5p’wi”‘w; &I, 8’; P\,- W’(5’;‘W; P:,, F’; PL:) 





+‘I”‘-(-gqfiy ) , * ,ri2;cLz*)-r(14)+(--5:s)(ci;~*),li2;c1:) 
= ry’wy(fi; P*), P; P*) - tF’+(5$w; P*), A P,) 
=&(p). 
Therefore, the proof of Theorem 2.5 is completed. 1 
3. THE CUSP STRUCTUREOF THE SETOF PARAMETERSFOR FRONT SOLUTIONS 
First we show a local bifurcation structure of travelling front solutions in 
the (c, y, @-parameter space near the pitchfork bifurcation point. As we 
have seen in the previous section, the set M, of p for which the system 
(2.1), i = 9(x; P), has a heteroclinic orbit from P to Q (a travelling front 
solution), is locally given by the set of zeros of the separation Zr( p). 
Furthermore, this separation has symmetry 
E,( -c, y, -e)= -Z”l(c, y, e) (3.1) 
which is given by combining the two symmetries in Theorem 2.5(b). This 
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implies that any pLo = (c,, yO, 0,) with c0 = 8, =0 always satisfies 
Zl ( po) = 0, i.e., 
El@, Yo, 0) = 0, for any y. > y. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let us assume that there exists yC satisfying 
$5,(0, Yc, O)=O, 
where 
and 
hold for pC = (0, y,, 0). Then the set M, of p where E1( p) vanishes forms a 
cusp surface in a neighborhood of pC. Furthermore, the set M, of the 
parameters where Ez( p) vanishes also forms another cusp surface, and Ml 
and M, are symmetric with each other with respect to the plane given by 
e=o. 
Proof: Using (3.1), we can easily see that 
E”,(A) = 0, $w=o, -$a,(P,)=o, 
and 
and hence the Taylor expansion of Zi(p) at CL, is given by 
where y^=y-y, and F=(a/S)E,(p,), G=(~2/&8y)E,(p,), H=(c?~/c?c~) 
Ei(p,), since Ei(p,) = 0 by definition of pC. Therefore, a standard argu- 
ment in the singularity theory (cf. [ 1,9]) implies that the set M, forms a 
cusp surface near p = pE, which contains the y-axis and is symmetric with 
respect to it. 
It similarly follows from the symmetry of the separations Zi( 11) (i = 1, 2) 
in Theorem 2.5(b) that the set M, of zeros of Z2(p) also forms a cusp 
surface. Since 
El(C, Y, 4 = Z,(c, Y, -a 
these two cusp surfaces are symmetric with each other with respect to the 
plane given by 8 = 0. This completes the proof. 1 
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Remark 3.2. (a) Although we have imposed several assumptions in 
Proposition 3.1, we shall see in Theorem 3.8 that they are really satisfied in 
a generic sense. 
(b) The derivative (a/&) E1( pC) is explicitly computed in 
Theorem 2.5(a). Therefore, the bifurcation point yC can be characterized by 
the equation 
where ,uC = (0, y,, 0). 
(c) The cusp structure of the surface M1 correctly explains the 
pitchfork bifurcation and its imperfection of travelling front solutions given 
in Section 1. In fact, if we take the cross section of Mi by the plane 8 = 0, 
which corresponds to the odd-symmetric case for our original reaction- 
diffusion system, we obtain the pitchfork-shaped set in the (c, Y)-space, since 
44, contains the y-axis. On the other hand, if we replace the cross section 
with the plane 6 # 0 sufficiently small, the pitchfork-shaped set is deformed 
to be its imperfection. Furthermore, similar consideration for M, as well as 
M, gives us a mutual position of the bifurcation sets for travelling front 
and back solutions as in Fig. 3.1. Here the sign of the coefficients F, G, and 
H are all assumed to be positive, which will be verified later (see Proposi- 
tions 3.3, 3.6, and Theorem 5.18). 
FIG. 3.1. Cusp surfaces for heteroclinic orbits from P to Q and from Q to P. 
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(d) Since the fundamental solution gi(t; CL*) has the ambiguity of 
constant multiple, the sign of the derivatives Zi( p) can change if we replace 
di(t; ,u*) with -d,(t; p.+). To fix the ambiguity of the sign, we shall choose 
@i(t; pL*) in the sequel so that its fourth component takes a negative value 
at t = 0. See also Appendices B, E, and Section 5. 
In order to show that our system (2.1) really has the above cusp bifurca- 
tion structure, we must verify the conditions on the derivatives. Also, so 
far, r is regarded to be a given constant; however, for a large r, there does 
not exist a bifurcation point U, (see the proof of Lemma 5.8). Hence, we 
look for pc for small t as in Theorem 3.4. 
Concerning the first order derivatives (a/ad) Ei( pL,) and (a/@) Zi( pL,.), 
we can show the next proposition. 
Recalling that, for a given (y , , 19,), heteroclinic orbits are constructed by 
singular perturbation method, we see that the velocity parameter c* 
actually depends on E, i.e., c* = c\ (see a note following Theorem 2.5 in 
Section 2), and has the finite limit 
c* = lim cE * 610 *’ 
(3.2) 
We use the notation & = (c”,, y*, 0,) instead of pL* when we put an 
emphasis on the s-dependence of the parameter CL.+ = (c*, y*, 0,). We also 
define pz by 
~$=(c~,y,,Q,)=lim&. (3.3) 
El0 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let p$ = (c”,, y*, 0,) be a parameter value for which 
there exists a heteroclinic orbit h,(t; &) from P to Q for sufficiently small 
E > 0. Then 
(4 W/W K(&J>O. 
(b) (a/~?y) EI( p”,) # 0 provided that c$ # 0. 
ProoJ See Appendix E. 1 
The sign of (a/&) .Zi( &) is important not only for the existence of the 
cusp bifurcation point but also for the stability properties of travelling 
fronts as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. (a) For sufficiently small E, there exist positive constants 
z. and y. (27) such that, for any ZE (0, T,], we can find a unique 
yC E [yo, + co) satisfying 
~WJ=O, PC = (09 YC? 0). 
Moreover when z tends to zero, yC goes to infinity. 
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(b) Suppose that 
Then there exists an Ed > 0 such that, for any E E (0, eO), it holds that 
[resp. CO] 
if and only tf the travelling front solution corresponding to h,(t; &) is stable 
[resp. unstable] as a solution of the original partial differential equation 
(1.1). 
Proof (a) See Theorem 5.9. (b) See Appendix E. [ 
Remark 3.5. Theorem 3.4(b) tells us that the sign of (a/&) Zr(pL,) 
determines the stability properties of the travelling front solution (i.e., 
heteroclinic orbit h r (t; ,LL)). Geometrically speaking, the separation Z1 ( p) 
measures the distance between W’(P) and W”(Q) (recall that both are 
two-dimensional), hence we can restate Theorem 3.4(b) in the following 
way: “The crossing manner of two manifolds WU(P) and W’(Q) when the 
travelling velocity c varies is equivalent to the stability properties of the 
travelling front solutions.” This type of result has been obtained for the 
pulse solution of the nerve system of equations (see, for example, 
[7, 13, 163); however, the dimension of the unstable manifold is equal to 
one in those cases. Hence, it seems easier to control the behavior of the 
unstable manifold than our two-dimensional case. 
Finally, we remark that a similar result is obtained in [ 111 for the 
relation between the intersecting manner and the stability by using an 
index type of argument (see also [6]). 
In order to check the nondegeneracy (cY*/&L$) .Yr( pL,) #O and 
(c?‘/&“) E,( ,LL~) # 0 at the cusp point, we specify the nonlinearity to the 
typical case (1.2) although it may be possible to extend the next result to 
a more general case. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose that f and g take the form (1.2), and that 7 is 
sufficiently small (and hence, the associated yC becomes large). Then, at the 
bifurcation point uu,. = (0, y,, 0) guaranteed by Theorem 3.4(a), it holds that 
and -&‘,)>O. 
In general, for an arbitrary bifurcation point uC (i.e., (a/&) EI( ,uJ = 0) for 
a given z, the above two derivatives do not vanish except at most countably 
many points of y<. 
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Proof: See Corollaries 5.19 and 5.20. u 
Remark 3.7. Here we remark that the following formulae hold for 
higher order derivatives of Zi( p): 
(4 (~21aC%)Ei(PL,) = (~/%)ly=Yr ST: Bi(t; AY))*(a/~C) p(hi(C P(y)); 
,4y)) dt, where P(Y) = (0, Y,  0). 
(b) (a/ac3)zi(Pc) = (a2/ac2)Ic=, ST: Qi(t;~(c)).(a/ac) F(h,(t;~(c)); 
p(c)) dt, where p(c) = (c, yc, 0(c)) and e(c) is the function of c implicitly 
defined by Ei(c, y,, e(c)) E 0. 
Combining Propositions 3.1, 3.4, 3.6, and Theorem 3.4, we conclude that 
THEOREM 3.8 (Cusp Structure for Front Solutions). &‘uppose f and g 
take the form (1.2) and let uC = (0, y,, 0) be a bifurcation point, namely 
(a/&) ZI( u,) = 0 holds. Then, generically (in the sense of Proposition 3.6), 
M, (and hence also M2) forms a cusp surface in a neighborhood of p,. 
Moreover, when z is sufficiently small (and hence y, is sufficiently large), 
we have 
and 
The bifurcation diagrams for fixed y are given by Fig. 3.2 according to 
Fig. 3.1 and the sign of the derivatives (a/a@ E1( uC), (a’/& ay) EI( p,), and 
(a’/ac’) E,(~~). 
M2 AC Ml M2 M, 4 
AC 
M, M2 M2 MI 
Y < Y, 
(4 
Y = Y, Y > Y, 
04 (4 
FIG. 3.2. Bifurcation diagrams for heteroclinic orbits, (a) y < y,, (b) y = y,, (c) y > y, 
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4. THE HOMOCLINIC BIFURCATION AND PULSE SOLUTIONS 
As we have seen in the previous section, the intersection M, n M, of the 
two sets of parameters corresponding to travelling front and back solu- 
tions, respectively, give us the pitchfork-shaped bifurcation set contained 
in the (c, y )-plane, which we denote by M,, in a neighborhood of 
pL, = (0, yC, 0) of the parameter space. For each parameter p* EMU, we 
have a heteroclinic loop connecting P and Q for the system (2.1), and 
therefore, we may apply the general “Homoclinic Bifurcation Theorem” 
given in Section 2(B) to this case. For that purpose, we must verify 
Hypothesis 3 and the condition on the eigenvalues v and -p. Furthermore, 
we shall need a twisting condition of the flow around the heteroclinic 
orbits, which helps us to determine the location of the bifurcation branches 
coming from each intersection point p* E M, = M, n M,. It is important to 
determine whether the heteroclinic orbit is twisted or not, since if it would 
be twisted then the heteroclinic orbit undergoes a very complicated bifurca- 
tion including infinite kinds of heteroclinic bifurcations according to [6]. 
First we give a precise definition of a “twisted” and “non-twisted’ 
heteroclinic orbit. This notion was exactly formulated by [6], but here, we 
adopt a slightly modified version of this notion fitted for our purpose. 
Let pL* = (c,, y*, O)EM~ and let h,(t; pL*) (i= 1,2) be the corresponding 
heteroclinic orbits forming a heteroclinic loop connecting P and Q. Because 
of Lemma 2.10(b), we can choose a fundamental solution qi(t; p,)) 
(i= 1, 2) of the variational equation around h,(t; pL,) so as to satisfy 
91(c P*) = -q*(c P,). 
DEFINITION 4.1. (a) The fundamental solution qi(t;p*) (see Fig. 4.1) 
has positive [resp. negative] direction with respect to h,(t; II,) for t + -cc 
if 
4i(-T;~*)‘~i’(T;~*)<o [resp. >O] 
holds for sufficiently large T > 0, where i’ = 3 - i for i = 1, 2. Positive and 
negative directions of qi(t; ,uL*) for t -+ +co are similarly defined; that is, 
the fundamental solution qi(t; pL*) has positioe [resp. negative] direction 
with respect to h,(t; p*) for t + +w, if 
qi(T;/+.)~~,4-T;~,bO [resp. CO] 
holds for sufficiently large T > 0. 
(b) A heteroclinic orbit h,(t; p*) is twisted [resp. non-twisted] if 
qi(t; .D*) has opposite [resp. same] direction with respect to h,(t; p.J for 
t-r *co. 
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FIG. 4.1. Schematic picture of the directions of the fundamental solutions qi(t; p(,) 
(i = 1, 2). This figure shows the non-twistedness of both of the heteroclinic orbits. 
This definition is well-defined, that is, independent of the choice of the 
fundamental solution qi( t; pL*) and T, since q,(t; pu,) is unique up to con- 
stant multiple, and since, as t tends to + co, the line spanned by qi(t; p,) 
approaches the line spanned by h,.( - t; p,), because of the definition of 
4iCt; P*h 
Remark 4.2. A similar notion of the twist condition can be defined for 
homoclinic orbits. In fact, suppose we have a homoclinic orbit k(t; p,) and 
a fundamental solution q( t; ,LL, ) of the variational equation around k(t; p, ) 
with similar properties as above, then the homoclinic orbit k(t; pL*) is said 
to be twisted [resp. non-twisted] if 
q(--T;~z+J~V;~z+J and q(T;M&WJ 
have the same [resp. opposite] sign for sufficiently large T> 0. 
THEOREM 4.3. Define 
c= (O,y,O) ~E,(O,y,O)=O 
{ I I 
Then, for sufficiently small positive E and r, the homoclinic bifurcation given 
in Section 2(B) occurs at any pL, in the component fiO of the whole global 
branch M, = M, n M2 containing the y-axis except a small neighborhood N 
of z. 
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The proof of this theorem can be done by applying the Homoclinic 
Bifurcation Theorem in Section 2(B). To do this, we must verify the 
hypotheses of the theorem. The existence of a heteroclinic loop for p* E M, 
and Hypotheses 1 and 2 for the heteroclinic loop are already verified in 
Lemmas 2.6 and 2.9. We prepare the following lemma in order to check 
Hypothesis 3 and the condition for the eigenvalues v8 and -ps. 
LEMMA 4.4. Fix sufficiently small positive E and z. 
(a) For any ,uL* = (c,, y *, 0) E M,\M, Hypothesis 3 holds true for the 
resulting heterocknic orbits h,(t; p*) (i= 1,2); that is, (a/~?p) Z1(p*) and 
(a/a,u) Zz( p*) are linearly independent. 
(b) if c.+ >O, then V&P pw (CC?‘= P, Q), if c* =O, then vg=p6., and if 
c*<O, then v,<p,. 
Proof. (a) Since the separations Er( ,u) (i = 1, 2) corresponding to 
h,(t; p*) satisfy the symmetry properties given in Theorem 2.6(b), i.e., 
and 
El(C) y, 0) = -E2( -c, y, 0) 
E”,(G Y, 0) = %(c, Y, -61, 
therefore, for p* = (c,, y*, 0) with c, = c\ = 0, we can immediately see that 
and 
for any Y*, and hence, in this case, it suffices to prove 
$s,(OJ*,O)fO and gjw,Y*mo. 
These conditions are immediately verified from Proposition 3.3 and 
Theorem 3.4 except p* = pC. 
For the case of CB #O, the assertion similarly reduces to 
and 
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which also follows from Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. Here note that 
cf (= lim,,, c\) #O, since we are taking pL* outside of Jf. 
(b) First we note that v8 - p8 is a smooth function of p = (c, y, 19) 
and continuous in E. In view of Proposition 2.1(a), we see that, if c =O, 
then vg - ps is identically zero. Therefore, we can take a function q( p, E), 
which is smooth in p and continuous in E, such that 








cp(0, 0) = 1. 
It therefore proves the assertion for sufficiently small E > 0. 1 
Besides the above lemma, we can show the non-twistedness of the 
heteroclinic orbits hi (t; p* ). 
LEMMA 4.5. If c= 8 = 0, both of the heteroclinic orbits forming a 
heteroclinic loop connecting P and Q are non-twisted. 
Proof For p0 = (0, y, 0), we have 
Mt; ~0) = Jh,( - t; ho) = -h,(t; PO) 
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from (Sym. 1) and (Sym. 2). Also, from Lemma 2.10, we have 
q*(t; kJ = &I( - t; PO) = -41(t; PO). 
Therefore, for sufficiently large T > 0, we have 
41(-T;~o).~,(T;~,)=(-Jq,(T;~L,)).(J~,(-T;,y,)) 
= -qr(T; pL*) &(-T; .uL*), 
which implies that h,(t; p*) is non-twisted. A similar argument shows the 
non-twistedness of h,(t; ,n,). 1 
LEMMA 4.6. Let E and z be sufficiently small, then, for any p* E a,, the 
heteroclinic orbits h,(t; ,u,) (i= 1, 2) are both non-twisted. 
In order to prove this, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.7. Under the conclusions of Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.9, the 
fundamental solution qi(t; pO) determined by Lemma 2.10 can be chosen so 
as to depend continuously on the parameter pO. 
ProoJ: First, we define the following linear subspaces of R4: 
LP(~*)=SPan(Pi(O;~,)), 
LWJ =span(qi(O; ,+I>. 
The space Lf’(p*) is continuous with respect to ,u*, since ~~(0; 11,) = 
&(O; p,) is continuous. Our purpose is to prove that LT(p*) is continuous 
with respect to ,u.+. In fact, suppose it would be proved, then, under a 
suitable normalizing condition and a condition of the orientation for the 
fundamental solutions, we can take the vector qi(O; pL*) so as to depend 
continuously on p.+, and hence, so is the fundamental solution qi(t; p,) 
from the continuous dependence on the parameter and the initial condi- 
tion. 
Before proving the continuity of Ly(,u,), we should note that the solu- 
tion qi(O; p*) is uniquely determined from Lemma 2.10 up to a constant 
multiple. Indeed, if 
4itt; CL*)=qitt; cl*) +a. Pitt; P*) 
would satisfy Lemma 2.10, that is, 
JqJ-t; p*)= -qi(f;&), 
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from (4.1) and 
JPi(FC P*) = Pi(C PLI*)? (4.2) 
and hence, a = 0. Therefore, under the conclusions of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.9, 
the fundamental solutions satisfying Lemma 2.10 are uniquely determined 
up to a constant multiple. 
Let x* = hJ0; p*). It is obvious from the asymptotic behaviors of the 
fundamental solutions that 
Le( p,) 0 Lq( p*) = TX, FVp+(b;; pL*) n TX* W”~“(b+; p,). 
Since the intersection of the right hand side is transverse, the left hand side 
depends continuously on p*. Since the decomposition of the left hand side 
into Lp(p*) and Lo is unique as we have noted above, we can 
conclude that the subspace LT(p,) depends continuously on pL*. This 
completes the proof. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. In order to check that the heteroclinic orbits are 
non-twisted for any p* E fro, let us take the fundamental solution q,(t; p,) 
having, say, positive direction with respect to h,(t; cl,) for t + --03. In 
other words, let ql(t; ,u(,) satisfy 
for sufficiently large T> 0. Then, from Lemma 2.10(a), we have 
that is, the fundamental solution q2(t; pL*) also has positive direction with 
respect to h,(t; p*) for t + -co. 
Define cr = a( cl,) to be 
i 
1 if Jq, ( - t; ~1 i) has positive direction 
d/J*)= -1 
with respect to h,(t; p,) for t + +cc 
if Jq i ( - t; p : ) has negative direction 
with respect to h,(t; p*) for t + +cc 
Lemma 4.7 implies that the function a( pL*) is continuous on p.+. Further- 
more, since Lemmas 2.6 and 2.9 hold true for the whole branch M,, the 
function (T = a( p.,.) is well-defined on M,, and hence CJ( p*) is constant on 
the connected set fi,. 
It is easy to see that a( CL,) = 1 [resp. - l] if and only if the heteroclinic 
orbit h,(t; cl,) is non-twisted [resp. twisted], and therefore, a(~,) is identi- 
cal to 1 because of Lemma 4.5, which proves the non-twistedness of the 
heteroclinic orbits for any pL* E a,. This completes the proof. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. As we have noted above all the hypotheses of 
the Homoclinic Bifurcation Theorem are verified. Indeed, Hypothesis 1 
follows from Lemma 2.6, Hypothesis 2 from Lemma 2.9, and Hypothesis 3 
from Lemma 4.4(a). Furthermore, it holds from Lemma 4.4(b) that c* > 0 
corresponds to the case (b-l) and c* < 0 corresponds to the case (b-2). For 
c* = 0, we need some more work: First we fix sufficiently large y, 
arbitrarily and define a new parameter 
,ii = (E,, zz, A), 
where 1% = vb - pB. Then the bifurcation diagram in the (c, @-space for any 
fixed y can be obtained by taking the cross section of the bifurcation 
diagram in the ,&space at the image of the mapping 
and by pulling it back through @. 
In the p-space, the surfaces M, and M2 are given by the coordinate 
planes Ei = 0 (i= 1, 2), respectively, and hence Hypothesis 4 is verified. 
Therefore we can conclude that, if the mapping @ is of rank 2 at (c, 0) = 
(c,, 0) for any y # yC, and if the image of 0 is transverse to the l-axis in 
the j-space, then both of the surfaces M, and M, are tangent to neither 
M, nor M, in the (c, f3)-space at ,u*; that is, the case (b-3) holds in the 
(c, 8)-space for any fixed y # y,. This condition for 0 is equivalent to 
which was already verified in the proof of Lemma 4.4(a). This completes 
the proof. 1 
Since the heteroclinic orbits h,(t; p,) (i= 1,2) are both non-twisted from 
Lemma 4.6, the bifurcation diagrams near the pitchfork bifurcation branch 
are given by Fig. 4.2 for each fixed y * # yC. 
To see this, we first note that the sets Mi (i = 1, 2) divide a neighborhood 
of a point in M,, = Mi n M2 into four regions given by the following 
inequalities: 
M ++= {,D I E1(~)>OandZ:2(~)>O} 
M+-= {P I E,(~)>OandE:,(~)<O} 
M-+= (p 1 E,(p)<Oand&(p)>O) 
M--= (~1 E,(p)<OandE”,(p)<O}. 
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Y r: Y, 
(4 
Y > Y, 
(b) 
FIG. 4.2. Bifurcation diagrams for homoclinic orbits, (a) y  < yC, (b) y  7 yc. 
In view of the symmetry properties of Ei(p) (i= 1,2) shown in 
Theorem 2.5(b), M+ + and M- - intersect at the plane 8 = 0, since any 
p= (c, y, 0) satisfies ,u2 = p, and hence the signs of ,Yi( p) and &( ,u) must 
be the same. 
Suppose Jo* E&?~\.N. In order to fix the consideration, let us take a 
fundamental solution ql(t; p(,) having the positive direction with respect to 
h,(t; pL*) for t --) --co. Then the non-twistedness of h,(t; pL*) implies that 
ql(t; IL*) also has the positive direction for t + +co. Furthermore, since 
q2(t; pL*) = -ql(t; p,) from Lemma 2.10(b), qz(t; pL*) also has positive 
direction with respect to h,(t; ,u,) for both t + fco. From the definition of 
si( ,u) given by (2.22) and the directions of qi (t; p.,.) (i = 1, 2) taken as 
above, it is easy to see that if there exists a homaclinic orbit based at P 
[resp. Q] for ,u sufficiently close to p*, then Zi( p) > 0 and &( ,u) < 0 [resp. 
8,(~)<0 and &(p)>O] hold, namely, REM+- [resp. HEMP+]. Com- 
bining this with Lemma 4.4(b), we obtain the desired bifurcation diagram 
as depicted in Fig. 4.2 by means of the Homoclinic Bifurcation Theorem 
given in Section 2(B). 
In particular, the branches bifurcating from (c, 0) = (0,O) are always 
constrained in the e-axis because of the symmetry. The existence of these 
branches, i.e., the existence of a standing (c* = 0) pulse solution for 0, # 0, 
is already known by using an analysis for the original PDE as well as the 
symmetry, but the existence of a travelling pulse solution bifurcating from 
the travelling front and back solutions is proved here for the first time. 
Remark 4.8. (a) It seems that the bifurcating travelling (or standing) 
pulse solutions are unstable as solutions of the original reaction diffusion 
system, since, before the occurrence of the pitchfork bifurcation, the stand- 
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ing front and back solutions lose their stability caused by the preceding 
Hopf bifurcation. Nevertheless, in order to clarify the global parametric 
dependency of solutions and the interrelation with other classes of solu- 
tions, it is no doubt important to know such a homoclinic bifurcation. We 
shall discuss this problem more precisely elsewhere. 
(b) According to [6], a similar analysis can be done for travelling 
wave solutions of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation where the correspond- 
ing ODE system is, however, of three-dimension. In this case, the coexist- 
ing heteroclinic orbits forming a heteroclinic loop are both twisted, which 
is a crucial different point from our case. 
Note that the bifurcating homoclinic orbits guaranteed by Theorem 4.3 
are non-twisted in the sense of Remark 4.2, since the original heteroclinic 
orbits are both non-twisted, and therefore we have the following immediate 
consequence. 
COROLLARY 4.9. The heteroclinic loop at 8 = 0 does not produce any 
homoclinic orbits other than those in Theorem 4.3, according to [6]. The 
bifurcating homoclinic orbits ensured by Theorem 4.3 do not give rise to the 
homoclinic doubling bifurcation given in [8, 14, 223. 
On the other hand, it can be proved in the PDE system (1.1) that, for 
0 #O, a pitchfork bifurcation occurs at a standing pulse solution and 
produces travelling pulse solutions. It is quite reasonable to consider that 
such a bifurcating travelling pulse solution (homoclinic orbits) approaches 
the coexisting pair of travelling front and back solutions (heteroclinic loop) 
when 010. We shall deal with this more precisely in a forthcoming paper. 
5. PITCHFORK BIFURCATION OF TRAVELLING FRONTS 
FROM A STANDING FRONT 
In Section 3, we showed a cusp structure of front solutions of (1.3) by 
using the separation. In this section we reconstruct the pitchfork bifurca- 
tion (i.e., the section of the cusp surface at 8 = 0) by the PDE approach. 
The main reason for this is that we can verify rigorously the assumptions 
of Proposition 3.1 if we adopt a method employed here. 
Supposef and g are odd symmetric (i.e., 8 = 0), and standing fronts (i.e., 
c = 0) connecting P to Q exist for any y > y, which can be constructed by 
the singular perturbation method for small E as in [lo, 121. Note that, 
because of odd symmetry, standing fronts can be obtained by constructing 
stationary solutions on the half-line [w+ connecting R to P (or Q). For 
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definiteness we assume in this section that the nonlinearity takes the form 
(1.2) 
f(u,u)=u--3-u and g(u, 0) = u - yo, 
although the following computation can be carried out for more general 
nonlinearities. Introducing the travelling coordinate [ = x + ct, (1.1) 
becomes 
&21qi - CT&UC + f(z.4, u) = 0, 
V[[ - CU[ + g(u, u) = 0. iER (5.1) 
We denote by Uz = (u;, 0;) the standing front solution (i.e., c = 0) of (5.1) 
satisfying 
lim U=P and lim U=Q, (5.2) 
Cl --cc 5Tm 
where U= (u, v). Of course, converting { to -c, we obtain another solu- 
tion (reflectional image of U$ of (5.1) under obvious modification of (5.2). 
However, since there is no essential difference between these two solutions, 
we consider only the one above. 
It was suggested in [12] that there may occur a pitchfork bifurcation of 
travelling fronts from a standing one (although the bifurcation parameter 
in [12] is r, we shall see that the following argument can be altered in an 
obvious manner to this case). However, to show the existence of a bifurca- 
tion point, a rigorous treatment of the bifurcation problem of travelling 
waves needs more careful analysis at two points: (1) largeness of amplitude 
and degeneracy as ~10; since the standing front is a large amplitude 
singularly perturbed solution containing a small parameter E, it is not easy 
to solve a linearized problem to find a bifurcation point, and to control the 
behavior of eigenvalues of the linearized problem uniformly with respect to 
small E; (2) translation invariance and existence of critical eigenvalue; since 
any translation of a travelling wave solution is again a solution of (5.1), the 
linearized problem at the standing front has a zero eigenvalue independent 
of parameters. This adds one more freedom to the bifurcation problem. The 
interaction between the zero translation eigenvalue and critical eigenvalues 
causing instability is not a priori clear. For the first difficulty, we shall 
resort to what is called the SLEP method (see [ 17-191) which enables us 
to reduce the whole problem to finding zeros of a scalar equation. As for 
the second, we shall see that, with the aid of the SLEP method, there exists 
a unique real eigenvalue besides the translation zero eigenvalue, which 
crosses the origin when y passes some critical value. Note that the extra 
degree of freedom coming from the translation invariance is compensated 
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by the condition to fix the phase of bifurcating solutions. In fact, this 
condition becomes a bifurcation equation which determines the velocity of 
the travelling wave solutions as a function of y. 
In the first part of this section, we shall show that a pitchfork bifurcation 
of travelling fronts from a standing front really occurs at y = y;, under the 
assumption that a simple real eigenvalue (denoted by IF,(y)) crosses the 
origin transversely at y = y”,. In the second part, the existence of such an 
eigenvalue i”,(y) as well as its transversal property at y = yz, will be verified 
by using the SLEP method. Also the nondegeneracy of this pitchfork bifur- 
cation will be proved by computing the coefficients of bifurcation equation. 
(A) Construction of Bifurcating Travelling Fronts from a Standing One 
Let .YPE*’ denote the linearized operator of (5.1) at the standing front Uz, 
where 
(5.31, 
CpsY - L" f", . [ 1 g”, M” ’ (5.31, 
Here the partial derivatives such as f “, and g”, are all evaluated at the stand- 
ing front UF, and hence they are all even functions. We shall consider the 
bifurcation problem under the following assumption which will be justified 
in the next subsection. 
Assumption. There exists a positive constant y”, such that (5.3) has a 
real simple eigenvalue 1=1:(y) which crosses the origin transversely at 
y = y”, from left to right. Moreover A= 0 is a simple eigenvalue of (5.3) at 
y = y”,. All the other spectra of (5.3), except the translation free zero eigen- 
value, have strictly negative real parts. 
Hereafter we write YC and U, to denote YtY and Ut at y = yz,. Also we 
simply write A,(y) and y, instead of I”,(y) and y;,. 
Remark 5.1. (a) The assumption on the existence of a bifurcation 
point y = y, is equivalent to saying that there exist nonzero vectors @, and 
ul,. such that 
(5.4) 
where CD, is the eigenvector associated with the translation free zero eigen- 
value, namely, it belongs to the kernel spanned by (d/d[) U,. For later 
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convenience we take CD, to be a positive constant multiple of (d/d[) U,. 
Note that the solvability condition 
<A,@,, @,#>=O (5.5) 
is satisfied at y = y,, where CD: is a kernel function of the adjoint operator 
9:. Although YC is not uniquely determined, we adopt Y, which remains 
as a usual function when E J 0, namely, it has no @,-component. 
(b) The simplicity of zero eigenvalue can be expressed by 
(@,, @p > #O. 
Introducing the perturbed vector and deviation parameter as 




where ZC denotes the linearized operator 2Py at U,, fl, is the projection 
operator to the second component, i.e., 17, U, = (0, u,)’ and I7,0= (0, 5)‘, 
and H(o) is at least of quadratic order with respect to 0. The underlying 
function space X for (5.7) is, for example, given by 
x = L2( R) with 9(YC) = H2( R). 
In this setting, PC is a densely defined closed operator from X to X and has 
a closed range. 
Since YC has 0 as a simple eigenvalue, i.e., Ker(L,) = {CD,} and B( ZC) = 
mv> we can apply the method of Lyapunov-Schmidt to (5.7). In view 
of (5.7), we see that c is also an unknown function; however, we have 
another constraint, namely, fixing a phase shift. Hence we impose the 
condition (0, @f ) = 0. Then (5.7) is equivalent to 
~cii-cQA,+<,+ t?+l;Ql7,(U,+ ir)+QH(ir)=O, (53)a 
and 
(5.8), 
where Q is the projection onto %?(JZ$). Note that (J7, UC, CD: ) = 0 by 
symmetry. 
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It is standard that PC has a reduced resolvent denoted by ~3: : B(L&) + 
(Z-P) L3(YC), where P is the projection onto Ker(L$), i.e., PV= 
( V, @p ) @,. Using Yi, (5.8), can be solved uniquely in 6= @c, 9) near 
(c, y^) = (0,O) by the implicit function theorem, and the lowest order terms 
of ir are given by 
for small (c, y^). Here we simply write g:Q as ~3:. Also we take QC = 
(d/do U,, then (5.9) can be written as (see Remark 5.1(a)) 
Qc, r^) N CY,. -t &9yz, u,. (5.10) 
Substituting this expression into (5.8),, we have a bifurcation equation 
with respect to (c, 9). Recalling that there always exists a family of standing 
waves independently of y^, c = 0 is always a solution of the resulting bifurca- 
tion equation. Hence it takes the form 
c@(c,y^)ec A+(c,~‘),@~ 
( > 
+r^w,~i(c~ 7% @P > 
-(H(O(c,~)),@~)=O. (5.11) 
Using (5.8) and the odd symmetry of the nonlinearity, we easily see that 
the right-hand side of (5.11) can be divided by c. 
Note that (A;(d/dc) U,, @f )= (A,@,, @,f ) =0 (see (5.5)). Here we 
remark that (5.5) is a necessary condition for y = y, to be a bifurcation 
point, in fact suppose (A,@,, @Pf ) # 0, (5.11) can be solved uniquely as 
c = c(f) which must be identically equal to zero, and hence no bifurcation 
occurs. Using (5.8) and (5.10), we see that the lowest order terms in (5.11) 
are 
@(c, Y) =folf +f2,,c2 + h.o.t. = 0, (5.12) 
where the coefficients for and fiO are given by 
+4(H,(yY,., ~:W,(‘Y,., Yu,)), @: > - (H,(‘Y,, Y,., Y,), @;), 
(5.13), 
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where H,(., .) and H,(., ., .) are the bilinear and trilinear forms 
associated with the quadratic and cubic parts of H, respectively. Thus we 
have the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that fol fro # 0. Then, besides the trivial solution 
c = 0, (5.11) has locally a unique solution y^  = f(c) with 
f(c) = -(f2*/!!1 k2 as ~10. 
Namely, there occurs a pitchfork bifurcation at (c, y^ ) = (0,O). 
Remark 5.3. In the next subsection, we shall show that f,i f& # 0 holds 
in a generic sense. Moreover, we have f,i > 0 and f20 > 0 for large yC. See 
Theorem 5.22. 
(B) Existence of Critical Eigenvalue A,(y) and the Computation 
offal andfzo 
The aim of this subsection is threefold: First, we show the existence of 
critical eigenvalue I,(y) which crosses the origin transversely at y = y,. 
Second, we compute the asymptotic form of the eigenfunctions as. E JO. 
Finally, using these results, we compute fol and fzo. 
(Bl ) Existence of Critical Eigenvalue 
As was shown in [20, Sect. 31, the spectrum of (5.3), which has 
possibility to cross the imaginary axis, consists of real eigenvalues. The 
location of such eigenvalues is determined by the equation (see [20, 
Sect. 33) 
where KS,,: (Hb)# + HA for an appropriate p > 0, is the inverse operator 
of T:+ defined by 
T;,,= -$-g;(L"-eii.)'(-f",.)-g",+k (5.15) 
The operator (L” - ~72)~ is similarly defined as in (B.7) of Appendix B. 
Since we consider the problem at the standing front (i.e., c=O), it holds 
that (cp;)” = cp;. Here Y is smooth (even analytic) with respect to (2, y), 
and 9’ and its derivative with respect to (A, y) are continuous functions of 
E up to &=o. 
Remark 5.4. The definition domain of Y is given by 
{(bJ,4I~+iaqJ, +~),~~CQh)~~ 
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where p is an appropriate positive number and y is the minimum value of 
the slope of the nullchne of g where the assumption of the bistability is 
satisfied for y > y. 
The limiting form of (5.15) as E JO is given by 





Note that -det*/f ,* = y + f z/f ,* > 0, since g = u - yu. See Appendix B for 
the definitions of K*, 6,, and det*. The equation (5.16) is called the SLEP 
equation. Although we shall prove the existence of critical eigenvalue (see 
Theorem 5.9) only for the limiting case (5.16), the conclusion of Theorem 
5.9 is also valid for small but positive E because of the continuity of Y (and 
its derivatives with respect to (I, y)) up to E = 0. The goal of this subsection 
is Theorem 5.9. 
Here is a good place to mention the relation between the separation 
function in Section 2 and the equation Y = 0. 
LEMMA 5.5. For sufficiently small E, we have the following relations. 
(a) (WC) El(&) = - (K~W/(%G)‘)(W~) WA Y*; 8). 
lb) @‘/a~ 8~) ~I(Y”,) = 4 ~:w(QJ2m2/~~ 8Y) Y(O, y*; 8). 
For the definition of K,* (i= 1, 2), see Lemma B.3 in Appendix B. 
Proof: Since the velocity of the standing front remains as zero when y 
varies, and since Y is smooth with respect to (c, y, i), we see that (b) is 
obtained by directly differentiating (a) with respect to y. Hence we only 
prove (a). 
Let us compute (a/a,I)Y at A = 0. By direct computation, we obtain 
; W~,,icp”,l,h) = -W;,J2 b&h 
+W.,JWE-~4+2 i-f:GJvGl,hj 1. 
Hence, in view of (5.14) and noting that (cpi)” = ‘p; for c = 0, we have 
-$V> Y;E)= --z+ (K~,,W,l,/& K$,(-f:cp;/&)) 
--ETZ.(L~)+' i--S:G,,(cpbi&)~~ K",,,(-f"vrp&/'h). 
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On the other hand, it follows from (E.13) in Appendix E that 
hl(O,y,O)=jm {$.fi;+v;.i;}dt. 
ac -m E 
In view of (B.6), (B.14)’ in Appendix B, (5.35), and (5.36), we see that 
with the normalizations 
Substituting all the above quantities into the integrand of (a/k) 8, and 
noting that the range of (L”)+ is orthogonal to cpt, we have 
-Mw+ (-f”,v;), w+ (6;)) 
-(K:u:/(i^“,)‘)(K”,,,((~/~), K”,,,( -f M,/&)> 
which completes the proof. 1 
Hereafter we use the simplified notation 9’(n, y) instead of Y(1, y; 0). 
The next lemma borrowed from [20, Lemma 3.81 is basic in the following 
discussions. 
LEMMA 5.6. G(l, y) is a strictly decreasing and convex function of real 1 
for II > -ji for an appropriate ji > 0. Moreover it satisj?es 
(a) W4 y)=ia*, 
(b) 14, +oo GU, Y) = 0. 
See Fig, 5.1. 
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FIG. 5.1. Functional form of G(A, 7). 
Because of the translation invariance, 9’ always has a solution A= 0 (see 
Lemma 5.6(a)). Namely, the straight line [$ - 52 and the convex curve G 
always have an intersection at the origin. It’ is clear from Fig. 5.1 that there 
are in general two intersecting points; one is alwlays zero and the other is 
what we are looking for, i.e., the real critical eigenvalue. The sign of the 
critical one is determined by comparing the slopes of two curves at the 
origin. More precisely, we have 
COROLLARY 5.7. The sign of the critical eigenvaiue of (5.16) coincides 
with that of the slope of 9’ at 1= 0, i.e., 
A,(y) $0 is equivalent to $ Y(0, y) $0. 
Thus, in order to prove the existence of the critical eigenvalue which 
causes a bifurcation, we first look for y where 
-+(O,Y)= -r-&G(O,y)=O 
holds. In view of Lemma 5.5, we see that this is equivalent to finding a cusp 
point where (a/&) E1 = 0 ,holds in Theorem 3.4. Here we should be careful 
about the range of y, because the assumption of “bistability” breaks down 
for y < y (see Remark 5.4). In fact, for large Z, there are no solutions of 
(5.18) in y >T. The next lemma answers this question at least partially. 
505186/2-E 
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LEMMA 5.8. There exist z0 and y,, (>_y) such that, for any z E (0, to], 
there exists a unique yC = y,.(z) E [yO, + co) where (5.18) is satisfied at y = yC. 
Moreover it holds that 
a2 
- 9v4 Y,.) < 0, 
aLay (5.19), 
which is equivalent to 
& E,(p,) > 0 (see Lemma 5.5). (5.19), 
Prooj First, we shall show that (a/an) G(0, y) is strictly increasing 
(negative) function of y for y 3 yO, if y,, is taken to be sufficiently large. In 
view of (5.17), we see by direct computation that 
On the other hand, there exists a large y0 such that 
holds uniformly on x E [w for y 2 yO, sincef,* tends to the definite value as 
y t co. Recalling the definition of K&, we see from this that 
& G(0, y) = -rc:ic; $ <G,, 4, Kt, So> > 0 for y>h, (5.21) 
which shows the first claim. Moreover, since K&J0 converges to zero 
uniformly on Iw when y tends to + cc, it holds that 
,“r”m fj G(0, y) = 0. (5.22) 
Thus, using the above results, (5.1X), and Lemma 5.5, we are led to the 
conclusion with ~~ being equal to (a/an) G(0, yO). 1 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem which verifies 
Theorem 3.4(a) (see Lemma 5.5). 
THEOREM 5.9. Let T be given in (0, ~~1. Then, there exists a unique y, in 
[y,,, +co) and a unique real eigenvalue I,(y) of (5.16) defined in a 
neighborhood of y = yC such that 
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Moreover, A,(y) crosses the origin transversely at y = yC, i.e., 
holds, The same result as above also holds for small positive E. 
Proof: We have already shown in Lemma 5.8 that, for a given 
T E (0, tOI, there exists a unique yC E [ye, + co) such that I,(y) = 0 at y = yC. 
We shall show that this critical eigenvalue can be extended to y close to yC. 
Since i = 0 is always a solution of (5.16), we use the Morse Lemma instead 
of the implicit function theorem. It is clear that (5.16) can be rewritten in 
the form 
where H is 
(5.23) with 
94p(4 Y) = WA Y 1, (5.23) 
again a smooth function of (A., y). Differentiating both sides of 




-Y(A, y)=&H(l, y)+l- a2 ay an ay WA Y 1, (5.241, 
$W,Y)=+W,YI. (5.241, 
Putting i = 0 and y = y,, we see from (5.18), (5.19) that 
& y(O, Y,) = H&4 Y,) = 0, (5.25 ), 
(5.2% 
a2 
-~(O,y,)=-+Q~c)4 an ay (5.25 1, 
(5.25 )d 
Here we use the strict convexity of G (see Lemma 5.6) for (5.25),. It is 
clear from (5.25) that we can apply the Morse Lemma to Y at (A, y) = 
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(0, y,), and hence, besides the trivial solution A = 0, we obtain a unique real 
solution A= 1,(y) of Y = 0 in a neighborhood of y = y,. In fact, we see from 
(5.25), and (5.25),, that A = A,(y) is actually an implicit function defined by 
H(n, y) = 0. Moreover we have from (5.25)b and (5.25), that 
(5.26) 
which completes the proof. 1 
(B2) Asymptotic Forms of Eigenfunctions 
In this subsection we compute the asymptotic forms of eigenfunctions. 
Our goal is the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. The Assumption in Section 5(A) holds. The detailed 






where k"={K",,y~g~cp",/~)l,~o}~' Crew k"'=(K"oT,,(f~~~l~)l(=oj-'1~ 
namely, q:(O) = 1 = -cpd2(0); the positive constants IC: (i= 1, 2) are defined 
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in Lemma B.3 of Appendix B, and tc$ is defined by lim,,, I&/& = K$ 6,,, 
where ~5~ is Dirac’s b-function at [ = 0; and KiyYC = { -d2/dc2 - f “,(L” - ETA)+ 
(-g”,.)-g”,}-’ is a mappingfrom (IIb)# to Hi. Note that lim,l,K;,,C= 
K$,+= lim,l, KgrYC (see (5.17),). 
We normalize the above eigenfunctions through the fact that the second 
component of QC [resp. @f ] takes a unit value at i = 0. Although this may 
be different from @, = (d/do U, adopted in (A), there is no difference in the 
final results. 
The next lemma is a key to prove Proposition 5.10. 
LEMMA 5.11. The following three statements are equivalent. 
(1) The linear inhomogeneous equation 
dcc@=A,@, [resp. J$‘,o = A, ul,] 
has a solution. 
(2) It holds that 
(A,@,, @pP > = 0 [resp. ,( A, ‘PC, @T ) = 01. 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
(3) Y(& y; E) satisfies (see (5.14)) 
+Th;4=0 
[ 
resp. -$ .Y(O, yC; 8) = 0 
Proof Since Ker(Z:) is spanned by CD,“, it is clear 
1. (5.32) 
that (5.30) is 
equivalent to (5.31). In view of the proof of Lemma 5.5, we easily see the 
equivalence between (5.31) and (5.32) by direct computation. Hence we 
leave the details to the reader. 1 
Proof of Proposition 5.10. Existence of a critical eigenvalue with trans- 
versal property is shown in Theorem 5.9. The behavior of the remaining 
part of the spectrum is stated in [20, Sect. 31. The simplicity of zero eigen- 
value is clear from (5.27) and (5.29). 
As for the detailed forms of eigenfunctions, we shall compute only CD,, 
ul,, and their asymptotic limit as E JO. The remaining ones can’be verified 
in a similar way. @, can be obtained by solving the following equation at 
y = yc (see (5.3)): 
L&W+f;Z=o, (5.33), 
g”,w+M”z=O. (5.33), 
The following computation will proceed in a similar manner as in 
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Appendix B. In view of Lemma B.l in Appendix B, (5.33), can be solved 
as 
w  = (L&)-l (-f”,z) = ( -f”,z, cp;> cp;/(; + (L”)+ (-f”vz), (5.34) 
where cpk is the principal eigenfunction of L”, c”, is the associated eigen- 
value, and (L”)+ is the reduced resolvent for ii. Substituting (5.34) into 
(5.33),, we obtain 
M”z + cz, -f “,cp”olJb 
“E 
io 
g”,cpp/&+ g”,(L”)+ (-f”,z) = 0. (5.35) 
Recalling the definition of & (see (5.15) and Lemma B.4 in Appendix B), 
we see from (5.35) that z is a constant multiple of k,Kg,(g”,qL/,,&). The 
first component w  is obtained through the relation (5.34), which shows 
(5.27),. 
Next we obtain !Py, by solving YC Y’, = A,@,, i.e., 
LeW+f;Z=&Tq7;, (5Wa 
g”,w+kPz=cp;, (5.361, 
where CD,= (cpf, cp:) is given by (5.27),. As before (5.36), can be solved 
with respect to w  as 
+ (L”)+ (-f;z) + (L”)+ (En&. (5.37) 
Substituting (5.37) into (5.36),, and applying KE,rc to it, we have 
+K~,,k”,W”)+ (w:)) =z+K”,,,/d. (5.38) 
Substituting the explicit form (5.27), for cpf into (5.38), and noting that the 
vi-part of qf will be dropped when we operate (L”)” to it, we have 
{CJ'G -f",cp~l&)+a3-'GPf~ -f",cPY&) 
+ET((L')+ (-f",cpfh cp:l&))) K:,,k",cp",l,h 
+~%,,,.C&W+ W”)+ 6f”,d)}l =z+Ki,,/d. (5.39) 
Thus we obtain the expression for z as 
z= -Kc o,y,~f+W,y,C~l + { .} K;,,(&cpE,l,h. (5.40) 
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Here we omit the details of the inside of the parentheses. In view of (5.27),, 
one can guess that the third term of (5.40) must vanish in order that Y’, 
has no @,-component. However, since the coefficient {. > contains z, it is 
not clear that { .} = 0 is consistent with the solution z without the third 
term, namely 
z= -K” c,~~f + =Ki,J. I. 
Here the solvability condition (5.31) is coming up. In fact (5.31) is equiv- 
alent to saying that { .} = 0 holds when we substitute (5.41) into the z-part 
of { . }, which can be checked by direct computation. Also note that the 
coefficient of vi/& of (5.37) also vanishes when z is given by (5.41). 
Hence w  associated with (5.41) is given by 
w  = (L”)+ (-f”,z) + &z(L”)+ ((L”)+ (-f”,cp;)), 
which shows (5.28),. 1 
(5.42) 
(B3) Computation offal and fzO 
Now we shall compute the asymptotic values of fol and fro as E 1.0. It 
turns out that they are strictly positive for large y,. Using the analytic 
dependency of these quantities on y,, we see that they are generically 
non-zero when yC varies in the interval (2, + co). Also, since fol and fZO are 
continuous functions of E up to E = 0, they preserve the sign of their limit 
for small but positive E. 
Remark 5.12. In view of the proof of Lemma 5.8 in (Bl), we see that, 
when T goes to zero, the associated bifurcation point yC tends to + co. 
Recalling the formula (5.13), we first need to compute 9z(n, V,) and 
9:(4. (44) Y,.). 
LEMMA 5.13. 
where V,, [resp. t,br’] is the second component of the outer solution of U, 
(i.e., the L2-limit of U, as E/O) [resp. Y’,*]. 
Proof We shall show only the second formula. The first one can be 
proved in a similar way. First note that A,. (d/d[) Yy, belongs to the range 
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of 9C, because it is an odd vector function (see Proposition 5.10). We have 
to solve 
(5.43 ), 
It is clear that (w, z)’ must also be an odd vector function. Solving (5.43), 
with respect to w, we have 
Here we use (w, cp;) = 0, since cp; is an even function. Substituting this 
into (5.43), and letting E JO, we have with the aid of Lemma B.2 in 
Appendix B, 
d2 det* d 
2pZSfu* 
-=,*:' (see (5.28),). (5.45) 
Thus we obtain limcl, z = -K&, {(d/dc)$,*2}. Using (5.44) and Lemma 
B.2 again, we have limElo w  = (f ,*/f ,*) K&{ (d/d[) $,*“}. 1 
In order to compute the asymptotic values of fol and f20, we have to 
know the behavior of K&, for large yC. Namely we consider the equation 
- $ - det*lf,* w = h. 
Recalling that g(u, u) = u - yu, we see that -det*/f ,* = y, + f z/f ,* > 0 (see 
(N.4) and,(N.5) in Section 1). Since f z/f,* is positive and remains bounded 
as YJCQ -det*/f ,* diverges with exactly the same order as y, when 
yC 7 co. Also note that f t/f ,* becomes a continuous function of c E R owing 
to the odd symmetry of the standing front, and it approaches a positive 
definite value as [cl --t +co. Dividing (5.46) by yC and introducing a new 
variable q = yf”[, (5.46) becomes 
- ~+(l+q,.(Fj;y,.)) w=y,%, 
dv2 I 
where qc is defined by 
4c = cf,*/c, Y,‘~ (5.d7)b 
and - indicates that it is regarded to be a function of q, i.e., h(q) = 
hK”2v). 
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Remark 5.14. It is clear that 
sup IQ?)1 = sup lWi)l. 
VER ieR 
Namely, the supremum is invariant by the change of variables q = yf”[. 
The following lemma is useful. 
LEMMA 5.15. Let 
q= - $+(l+q(WL)) 
i I 
-I 
be a mapping (Hi)# + Hi for an appropriate p > 0. Then, we have the 







where k,(n; y,) is a strictly increasing bounded odd function, and converges 
to zero untformly on any compact subset of Iw as y,f co; each kj(n; y,) 
(i > 0), when y, t 00, converges to the definite function untformly on n E Iw 
which decays exponentially as InI + co. Moreover, k, and k, are positive and 
even functions at n = 0, and k2, k,, and k, are odd ones that are positive 
[resp. negative] for n < 0 [resp. n > 01. 
Remark 5.16. It follows from (5.47) that w= K&h is converted to 
W = y;‘RzC; when we change the variable from [ to q. 
Proof of Lemma 5.15. It is clear from the form of qC(n; y,) (see (5.47),) 
that RE can be represented by the Green kernel G(q, 5; y,) as 
where w  is a solution of (5.47),. Moreover, for any fixed 4, G(JJ, 5; y,) 
behaves as exp{-(l+q,“))“*l~/} when t+kc.o, where q,?= 
lim ‘I* *co qr(q; y,). The asymptotic forms of (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) are 
the direct consequence of Remark 5.16 and this property of G(q, 5; y,). 
Noting that PO is a strictly increasing bounded odd function and V, 
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converges to zero uniformly on any compact subset of IR as y, t co, 
we easily see that (a) also holds. Finally, the even or odd symmetry of 
each function k, .(i= 1, . . . . 5) comes from the fact that Rz preserves those 
symmetries. # 
Finally we prepare the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.17. (1) The constants ~7 (i=O, 1, 2) are independent ofrC. 
(2) [$ decays with the exact same order as y;li2 as y, t co, namely, 
[$ = y;1i2c(y,)-t where lim,( t co c(y,.) = c, > 0 exists. 
Proof: Since we consider the case 8 = 0, we see from Lemma B.1 in 
Appendix B that /I* = 0. Hence the first part is clear from the definitions of 
~7 (i = 0, 1, 2; see Appendix B). We only prove the second part. 
Since we are concerned with the standing front (i.e., c = 0) for 0 = 0, the 
formula (B.5) in Appendix B becomes 
=-$c,(O)[~ {h-V’o/,)-O’o/,)dx, 
-m 
where (U,, V,) is the outer solution of U,. For simplicity, we consider the 
case where u = h_(u) is a linear function of u, namely, h_(u) = --au - b 
(a > 0, b > 0). One can easily extend the following computation to the 
general case. Then (5.49) becomes 
tz = -$ co(O) 1” -(Y,+W’o+W(y,.+41 d5. (5.50) 
-cc 
Let PO = V, + b/(y, + a), then r. satisfies 
$ Pa-((y,.+a) vo=oo. 
Since V,(O)=O, we have vo(0)= b/(y,. +a), thereby ro(l) is given by 
Thus, we have 
~o,cr, = & .ew((y, + .P* 0. (5.52) 
‘ 
[$ = -b(y, + .)-l” dp 0 c (Q 
which completes the proof. 1 
(5.53) 
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Now we are ready to compute the coefficients Joi and fzO. 
Computation of fO,. Recalling (5.13),, Proposition 5.10, Lemma 5.13, 
and noting that cp,” ** = -cp,*’ (see (5.27), and (5.29),), we have 
where 
Since (d/do K&, VO > 0, (p,** > 0, and K$,,y, is a positive operator, the first 
and second terms of (5.54) are positive. As for the third term, noting that 
K$,y, V, is an odd function, the inner product with Dirac’s &function does 
not appear, and hence, it is equal to 
Although this takes, in general, a negative value, this does not become 
dominant for large yC. In fact, comparing the second term with the third 
one, we see that the third term, besides the common factors cp,*’ and 
Kg,,7c~T2, has one more factor K&, V,. Hence, using Proposition 5.10, 
Lemma 5.15, and Remark 5.16, we see that the third term is subordinate to 
the second one when y, t co. Thus we can conclude that fol is positive for 
large yC. 
Computation of f20. In view of the second term of (5.13),, we see from 
Lemma 5.15 that it does not decay slower than the third term as y r a. 
Hence we only compute the asymptotic order of the first and the third 
terms of (5.13),,. Using Proposition 5.10 and Lemma 5.13, the asymptotic 
forms of those two terms (denoted by I, and Z3, respectively) are given by 
Hereafter, we denote by (. )V the inner product with respect to the 
stretched variable q = yfl”[. Also note that d/d[ = yi”(d/dq), dc = y, ‘I* dq, 
and recall Remark 5.16. 
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(I,) Using Lemmas 5.15 and 5.17, and integrating by parts, we 
obtain the following asymptotic form as y, t co. 
f W&,)2 6,}, ; S,,) 
= (Ga2 C(YJ’ Y,5’2(Mll; ?J,), k*(K Yc)>, 
=f:,(Y,) p2 > 0, 
where the coefficient f&(y,) has a positive limit as yc r co. 
(Z3) As for I,, the inner product with (P,*~ becomes a higher order 
term because of Lemma 5.15(b) as yc t co. Hence we only compute the 
inner product with 6,. 
= --K~Jc:(K:K:)3 (i^,*)-” 
x W&W&J* 4,, fCKo*,J* 60, fCG,J2 &J, 60) 
= -u$c:(u:u:)’ (c(y,))” y,9’2 
x W,(f(~:)2 h,, f(R,*c12 &,, f(R,*c)’ 44, W, 
= --K$c:(Jc:K:)3 (c(Q)” yy* 
x (HA Pk,(rl; Y,), Pk,(rl; Y,.), Pk,(rl; Y,)), Wq. 
Thus, I, also behaves as 0(y<~‘/~) for large y,. 
Comparing the above two terms, we see that I,,’ which is positive, is 
dominant for large y<, and hence, lim, L 0 f20 is positive for large y,. We 
conclude that 
THEOREM 5.18. When yC is large, both coefficients fol and f20 of (5.12) 
are positive for small E (including E = 0). 
In order to make yc large, it suffices to take a small T > 0 (see Lemma 5.8 
and Remark 5.12). In terms of the derivatives of the separation E-1 7 
Theorem 5.18 is translated to the following. 
COROLLARY 5.19. The set of zeros of 8, coincides with that of the btjiir- 
cation equation F = 0 in a small neighborhood of (0, y,) of the (c, y)-plane 
given by the cross section at 0 = 0. Moreover, for large yC, it holds that 
&E,(p.)>O and $sl(~.)>O. 
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ProoJ It is clear that the set of zeros of 9 is contained in that of E,. 
The converse is also true from the local uniqueness of the bifurcating 
solution. For the second part, first we see from (5.19),, that fOi and 
(a*/& 87) Zi( pu,) have the same sign for large yc. Using this result and the 
first part of this corollary, and noting that Z,(p) can be written as cgi( p) 
when 8 = 0, we see from the first part of this corollary that fzO and 
(a3/ac3) .Y1(pc) must have the same sign. 0 
For a general r, y, is not large and hence it becomes a subtle problem 
to determine the sign of fOi and fzO. However, as for the nondegeneracy 
condition fol .fiO # 0, we have the following result from Lemma 5.5, 
Theorem 5.18, and Corollary 5.19 owing to the analytic dependency off,, , 
fro, and (d2Pl 3~) Y(O, yc; E) on Y,. 
COROLLARY 5.20. For any fixed small E (including E = 0), both fol . f20 
and (a2/ac 8~) EI(pC). (a’/~%~) EI(pC) cake, as functions of yc, at most 
contably many zeros for y  >JJ. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(A) Interrelation among Fronts, Backs, and Pulses 
Recall that the ODE system (1.3) has several symmetric properties as in 
Section 2. In particular, it is odd symmetric when 8 = 0. This symmetry 
sheds light on how fronts, backs, and pulses interact with each other near 
(c, y, 0) = (0, y,, 0). As was mentioned in Section 2, the heteroclinic orbits 
from P to Q (front solutions) form a cusp surface M, in the (c, y, 8)-space. 
Similarly, the heteroclinic orbits from Q to P (back solutions) also form 
another cusp surface M2 (see Fig. 3.1). These two cusp surfaces are 
symmetric with each other with respect to the plane 8 = 0 because of the 
symmetric property (Sym. lk(Sym. 3). The intersection of these two cusp 
surfaces at the plane 0 = 0 becomes a pitchfork-like set MO ( = M, n M2) 
and this is an origin to create homoclinic orbits (pulse solutions), since, at 
any point of M,, we have a simultaneous existence of front and back solu- 
tions (heteroclinic loop). Hence homoclinic bifurcation occurs at M, and the 
bifurcation diagram in the parameter space for a fixed y ( < y,)’ looks like 
Fig. 4.2(a). Note that the middle homoclinic bifurcation set M”, u ML lies 
on the plane c = 0 because of (Sym. l), (2.2), and the uniqueness of the 
bifurcating homoclinic orbit. There are six bifurcation curves, Mp’, M:, 
and Mp for homoclinic orbits based at P and Me’, Mi, and Ma for those 
based at Q emanating from the three intersection points I+, I’, and I-. 
On the other hand, as was mentioned for the PDE system (1.1) at the 
end of Section 4, it is known that, for 8 = 0, the standing pulse bifurcates 
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FIG. 6.1. The whole bifurcation structure for heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits near 
(0, YC? 0). 
to travelling pulses in a pitchfork fashion when y varies. Hence, it is 
expected that the whole structure near (0, yc, 0) becomes like Fig. 6.1 
(B) Bifurcation of Periodic Solutions (Wave Trains) 
It was proved in [4] that the nondegenerate heteroclinic loop also 
creates periodic solutions. One can directly apply their results to our system 
(1.3) and obtain periodic solutions (wave trains of (1.1)) when two 
parameters, say (c, fI), belong to an appropriate region. Note that 
hypotheses for the periodic case can be checked also by using the SLEP 
techniques. We shall discuss more about this in a forthcoming paper. 
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.7 
Let us recall that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix DB(b; pL*) are 
given by -qs, -p8, vg, x8 (8’= P, Q) with 
-qr< --p,<o<v,<Jc,. 
Then it is well known (cf. [IS, Chap. 33) that there exist two sets 
( p f (t), u +(t), s f (t), q + (t)} of linearly independent fundamental solutions 
of the variational equation 
i=nF(h,(t;p*);p*).z=A(t)z 
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with the following asymptotic behaviors: 
lim eC’pfp_(t)#O : lim ePQfp+(t)#o (A.11, 
f- -co 1- +cc 
lim e-“p’UP(t)#O : lim e-"Q'u+(t)#o (A.l), 
I--t --co t--1 +a 
lim eVP’sP(t)#O : lim eqQ's+(t) #O (A. 1 L 
I--t -cc t--r +m 
lim ePp’qP(t)#O : lim e-“Q’q+(t)#O. (A.1 )c, 
f--r --m 1--r +m 
Moreover, these fundamental solutions satisfy 
PROPOSITION A.l. (a) ThlCI; p,j W(P; p*) = span{p-(t), u-(t)), and 
Tw; p.) W-pp3 ” (P;k+) = span(p-(t), u-(t), q-(t)}. 
(W Thlcrzp.)WQ; &J=wn{p+W, s+(f)), and Thlcr+,) W”QTQ; 14 
=wnb+W, s+(t), q+Wl. 
In particular, we can choose 
which we denote by p(t). 
For the proof of Lemma 2.7, we prepare the following lemma. 
LEMMA A.2. Zf the variational equation 
i = A(t)z = DF(h,(t; pL,); p.+)z 
has a fundamental solution q(t) satisfying 
lim e-“‘q(t) # 0, 
1--r +m 
then the corresponding adjoint equation 
i= -2./i(t) 
has a fundamental solution t(t) satisfying 





Proof. Take suitable fundamental solutions p(t), u(t), s(t) of (A.3) so 
that 
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gives a fundamental matrix. Define 
/l(t) = det X(r), 
then the general theory of linear ordinary differential equations shows that 
B(z)=8(0).exp(jb’trA(r)dr), 




= I/3(0)1 exp C’If+$ {eMPT-e 
( 
-$ 
where C, C’, and C” are suitable positive constants and T > 0 is sufficiently 






as t --f + co, and therefore 
lim e,” AOI p(t)= lim e-(KQ+VQ-PQ-‘I 1’ Q P(Z)#O. 
f-+ +m I+ +cO 
Now let d(r) be 
then it is easy to see that 4(t) is a fundamental solution of the adjoint 
equation (A.4) and satisfies 
lim e”“Q( t ) = lim e”‘./3(t))’ (p(t) A u(t) A s(t)} 
1-t +m 1-r +a, 
= lim e(Kp+YQ-PQ-lQ)i B(t)-’ f-b +m 
.e-(KQ+"Q-PP-'lQ-u"(p(t) A u(t) A S(t)} 
< +m. (A.5) 
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On the other hand, since it identically holds that 
4(l) . q(r) = 1, 
we have 
I&t)1 2 (const.) .epcrr for t-+ +cc. (‘4.6) 
Combining (AS) and (A.6), we have the conclusion. 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. First we prove that (b) follows from (c). From 
(c), we can easily prove the former half of (b): 
dim[IL, WR P,) n L, W”(Q; P,)I = 1, 
since 
and since 
dim W’(P; pL*) = dim w”(Q; p*) = 2, 
dim Wppp*“(P; p*) = dim W”a~“(Q; pL*) = 3, 
WU(P;p*)e w-ppsu(P;/L*) and W’(Q; p*) = W”Q,‘(Q; .a,)- 
In order to prove the latter half, we must construct the fundamental 
solution d,(t) of the adjoint equation (A.4). We have chosen the fundamen- 
tal solutions {p*(t), u+(t), s*(t), q*(t)} satisfying (A.l),-,, Proposi- 
tion A.l, and (A.2). Since they are linearly independent for each sign, the 
fundamental solution u _ (t) can be expressed as a linear combination of 
I+, u+(t), s+(t), and q+(f) as 
u~(r)=ap,+(r)+bu+(r)+cs+(r)+dq+(t). (A.7) 
Here we can show b #O: In fact, if b = 0, then Proposition A.1 and (A.21 
imply that W’(P; p.,.) and W’Q*~(Q; pa) have a two-dimensional intersec- 
tion, which contradicts (c). Therefore, defining u(t) = u ~ (t), we have 
lim e-KP’z4(t)#0 and lim epKQfu(r) # 0, (A.81 
I+ -3c I--r +cc 
because of b # 0. 
Similarly, writing s+(t) as a linear combination 
s+(r)=a’p-(t)+b’u-(r)+c’sp(t)+d’q-(t), (A.9) 
we can show c’ # 0, and hence, s(r) = s+(r) satisfies 
lim eqp’s( r) # 0 and lim eQ’s(r) # 0. (A.lO) 
t- -cc I- +a 
505/86f2-9 
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The fundamental solution q- (t) can also be written as a linear combina- 
tion 
q-(t)=a”p+(t)+b”u+(t)+c”s+(t)+d”q+(t). 
We substitute (A.2), (A.7), and (A.9) into it and obtain 
q~(t)=~~,(t)+6u(t)+~~(t)+;Sq+(t). 
Here we can show d # 0. Otherwise, 
q-(t)=~~(t)+a#(t)+~~(t)Ne-~P’ as t-+--co 
in the case of c”#O and a=O, or 
q-(t)=@(t)+6u(t)+O as t-b-m 
in the case of c” = 2 = 0, both of which contradict the asymptotic behavior 
(A.l), of q-(t) as t+ -co. 
Now we define 
q(t)=q~(t)-6u(t)=~p(t)+~~(t)+~q+(t). 
Then it satisfies 
lim e pp’q( t ) # 0 and lim e-“Q’q(t)#o, 
t- -m I- +a0 
which implies the existence of the desired fundamental solution di(t) of the 
adjoint equation (A.4) owing to Lemma A.2. Thus the proof of (b) from 
(c) is completed. 
It is easy to see that (b) is equivalent to (a), since 
Mb &~,+.~ WV’; ~~1)~ n (Glcrip,) VQ; PA)‘, 
where Xl denotes the linear subspace in R4 orthogonal to a linear space 
X. The right-hand side gives a one-dimensional linear space, which ensures 
the uniqueness of Bi(t) up to constant multiple, and vice versa. 
Finally we prove (c) from (b). Suppose otherwise holds, then there are 
three possibilities: 
(i) IV(P; pL*)i5 W”o,‘(Q; ,uL*) but W-pp,u(P; CL*) is tangent to 
w(Q; P*). 
(ii) W-Pp”‘(P;p*)iii IV(Q; p,) but W’(P; p.+) is tangent to 
W”e*‘(Q; P(,). 
(iii) W’(P;p,) is tangent to W”e~‘(Q;p,) and W-pp,u(P;pL*) is 
tangent to W’(Q; ,u,). 
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Let us first consider the case (i). In this case, the way of proving (b) from 
(c) works similarly and we can get the fundamental solution u(t) with the 
same asymptotic behaviors as (A.8). As for s(t), we can show c’ = 0 and 
d’#O instead of c’#O, using 
and hence, letting s(t) = S, (t), we get 
lim ePPtx( t) # 0 and lim e?Q's( t) # 0. 
I--r -cc t- +m 





where 2 # 0, since c” = 0 contradicts to 
lim eVp’S-(t) #O 
t--r --oo 
in (A.l). Therefore, letting 
we can show that 
lim eQ’q( t) # 0 and lim e-“Q’q(t) #O. 
,- -m I--t +m 
This implies from Lemma A.2 that the unique (up to constant multiple) 
bounded fundamental slution dl(t) of (A.4) has the asymptotic behavior 
lim e-‘lp’~l(t) #O and lim e'Q'dl(t) # 0. 
2-e -m f- +m 
This contradicts (b), and therefore, we proved that (i) is not the case. 
A similar argument also works for the other two cases (ii) and.(iii), and 
we obtain the bounded fundamental solution di(t), unique up to constant 
multiple, satisfying an asymptotic behavior different from (b), which is a 
contradiction. Therefore the proof of (c) from (b) is completed. m 
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.9 
The linearized problem of (1.3) at the heteroclinic orbit h,(t; ,u,) 
(IL+ = (c,, Y*, 0,)) is given by 
(B.1) 
Here f(u, u) = u - u3 - u and f”,,f”, denote partial derivatives evaluated at 
h,(t; pL*). The adjoint problem for (B.l)‘takes the form 
Note that c, in general depends on E and, when we put an emphasis on 
this dependency, we write c\. Moreover, we denote by cz the limiting 
value limElo c”*. In the following, the superscript * means the limiting 
quantities as E JO. For instance, v,$ denotes the limiting value of vi as E JO. 
Since the original system (1.1) is autonomous, (B.l) has a solution 
(d/dz) h,(t; pL*) which spans the (geometric) kernel of the above linearized 
operator. Hence (B.l) # must also have a unique bounded solution (up to 
constant multiple). In the following we shall show its explicit form and 
verify the condition (2.5). To show (2.5), it suffices to prove that at least 
one of the four components satisfy it, since any bounded solution of (B.l)# 
decays exponentially with the order determined by the eigenvalues of the 
asymptotic constant matrix of (B.l)#, and the order required by (2.5) is 
the slower one. We first construct the solution of (B.l)# satisfying (2.5) in 
the limit of E JO. Then we show the existence of the required solution for 
positive E which converges uniformly to this limiting solution as E LO. The 
construction below follows the SLEP method (see [ 18-201). 
Differentiating the second and fourth components of (B.l)# with respect 
to t, and using the first and third components of it, we have 
&‘Zi, +EC*d, +f”,.ti, = -Etil, U3.2), 
1 
where . denotes the t-differentiation. 
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For later use, we denote the following differential operator by LE*: 
d2 d 
L~#=&*~+&c*Pdt+f:. 
This is formally adjoint to 
U3.3) 
The following spectral properties for L”’ can be derived from that of L” 
(see [20, Lemma 3.21). In particular, the real isolated eigenvalues remain 
the same. The underlying space for the above differential operators is, for 
example, C”,ir(lR) or L:(R). 
LEMMA B.l. The essential spectrum of L”* is contained in the parabolic 
region which lies strictly inside the left half-plane of 62 independent of E. The 
remaining spectra are real isolated eigenvalues that are strictly negative inde- 
pendent of E except the principal eigenvalue it. The principal eigenvalue 
behaves 
1;:=coO(E)E as E JO, (B.4) 
where [&E) iS a COntinuOuS function of E up to E = 0 satisfying 
=- c:(B*-u,)--~O g(Uo(t), Vo(t))dt (B-5) 
-cc 
where ( Uo(t), V,,(t)) is the outer solution of (u, v) (i.e., the L*-limit of the 
first and the third components of h,(t; u,) as ~10; see [20, (2.10)]), 
JI* = VO(0), and co( /?) is the inner velocity defined in Lemma E.l of 
Appendix E. We denote by ‘pi’ [resp. vi] the principal eigenfunction of L”’ 
[resp. L”] associated with [“,. 
Since zero belongs to the resolvent set of L”’ for positive E, (B.2), can 
be solved with respect to ti, as 
d,=(L”*)-l(-&l?l)= C-6, cp”o> 
G 
cp;” + (L”“)+ (-&Cl), VW 
where (L”“)+ is the reduced resolvent for [i, namely 
(L”“)+ (.)E (P-l (I-P). U3.7) 
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Here P” is the projection operator to cpi”, i.e., 
P”(.)= (., &) cp:. 
Substituting (B.6) into (B.2),, we have 
6, + c*;l + <fib&> (-f”,q$) -f;(L”#)+ (6,) - y*& = 0. (B.8) 
40 
Let us consider the limiting equation of (B.8) when ~10. We need the 
following two lemmas for this purpose (see [18, 201 for details). 
LEMMA B.2. There exists an appropriate p > 0 such that 
s-$r$L”#)+ (h) =f; in the Li-sense 
u 
holds for h E L:(R) n L”(R). Moreover, the convergence 
bounded set of H:,(R) ( p1 > p > 0) with respect to h. 
LEMMA B-3. 
is uniform on a 
(4 
(b) 
zn me (H i)#-sense, 
hold where 6, is Dirac’s b-function at t = 0, and u,? (i = 1, 2) are positive 
constants given by 
d 
u:= -y”W,, w:>-@c,(8*)>0, 
and 
u2*=Y{g(h+(P*),8*)-g(h-(P*),P*)}>O. 
See Lemma E.l in Appendix E for the definitions of y, y #, WY, and WY”. 
Using these two lemmas, we see that the limiting equation of (B.8) as 
E 10 is given by 
(B.9) 
where det*=f,*g,*-f:g,*= -y*f,+--fz>O (see (N.4) of Section I), 
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c*=lim ’ and K* = K:K:. This is called the SLEP differential equa- 
tl?m for ;fioe?djoint problem (B.2). 
Since the third component VT of (d/dt) h,(t;pz) satisfies (B.9) by 
replacing cz with -ct (see [20, Sect. 3]), we see that (B.9) has a unique 
bounded solution - e ~ ‘:‘v : /v:(O) satisfying the normalization 
(Cl, So) = -1. (B.lO) 
We denote this solution by CT. After some computation, we see from (B.9) 
and (B.lO) that 17: is negative and satisfies 
,tym OfeCP;‘#O and lim ii:e”h’ # 0. (B.ll) 
I- +m 
Namely, ~7: satisfies the property (2.5) in the limit of E JO. Here note that, 
by computing the eigenvalues of the asymptotic constant matrix of (B.l )# 
as Jtl t +co, we can easily verify that slow eigenvalues p”p and v; have 
finite limits as E JO although the fast eigenvalues diverge with 0( l/s) as E JO 
(see also [20, Sect. 3.31). We shall show that (B.8) has a unique solution 
which satisfies (2.5) and converges uniformly to 6: when ~50. Here we 
define the operator 
T”= --$-c,$+f:;(L’*)‘(.)+y,. (B.12) 
We can define the bilinear form B”(z,, z2) on Hi x HL through T”: 
B”(z,,z,)=(i,,i,)-c,(i,,z,)+(f”,(L””)tz,,z,)+y,(z,,z,). (B.13) 
If p ( >O) is chosen appropriately, B” becomes a bounded positive bilinear 
form on HixHk. Hence we have (see [20, Sect. 31) 
LEMMA B.4. If p is chosen appropriately, T” has an inverse K”: (Hi)# + 
Hi such that, for a given h E (Hi)#, 
B’(z, K&h) = (z, h) 
holds for any z E Hb( R). K” depends continuously on E up to E = 0 in the 
operator norm sense. 
Lemma B.4 implies that (B.8) is equivalent to finding B, satisfying 
v^  
I 
=K” (fil, 9:) (q-&cp&#) 
1 cl 1 
vo . (B.14), 
Such a 8, really exists, since zero is always an eigenvalue of the linearized 
problem (B.l )# due to translation invariance and (B.14), is the representa- 
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tion of its fourth component. Let us denote by i?; the solution of (B.8) 
satisfying the normalization 
(B.14), 
i.e., 
o;= -K&{Z( -,:.$)}EH#!). (B.14)’ 
Since HL is continuously embedded in C,,i,(rW) and K” depends on E 
continuously up to E = 0, Lemma B.3.{b), (B.lO), and (B.14), imply that 
lim t?t = 0: uniformly on R. 
&IO 
(B.15) 
Moreover, it can be verified without difficulty that fiE, becomes smooth up 
to E = 0 away from the layer position t = 0 and 
lim ii; = ;1* 
610 
uniformly on R\d, (B.16) 
where d is an arbitrary neighborhood of zero. We see from (B.15) and 
(B.16) that both 
have non-zero finite limits. 
Uniqueness of the above I?; (up to constant multiple) comes from the 
simplicity of the zero eigenvalue of the linearized eigenvalue problem at 
hl(t;pe) (see [20, Theorem 3.2]), since the adjoint problem also has 
simple zero eigenvalue. 
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.10 
First we choose the fundamental solutions p,(t; p,), u,(t; pL*), s,(t; p,), 
and ql(t; p*) for p* = (c*, y*, 0,) so as to satisfy 
JP,(-t;CL;)=Pl(t;CL*) Jq,(-t;P;)= -q,(t;CL*) 
J%(-t;PL;)=Sl(t;P*) Js,(-t;P;)=ul(t;P*) 
(C.1) 
when PL; = t-c,, Y*, -0,). Since we have fixed 
Pl(C P*) = NC P*L 
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and since h,(t; p*) satisfies 
Jh,(-tip*)= -h(c,&J 
from Proposition 2.2, it is easy to see that ~,(t; pL*) satisfies the above 
expression. 
In order to prove the others, let z(t; p,) be a fundamental solution of the 
variational equation 
i= DR(hl(C p*); P*b, (C-2) 
then so is Jz( - t; &) because of the symmetry 
DS(h,(t; p*); ,u*) J= -JDF(h,(-c &I; Pi,, 
In fact. 
Therefore, Ju,( - t; &), Js,( - t; &), and Jq,( - t; &) are all fundamental 
solutions of (C.2), and have the following asymptotic behaviors: 
lim e~pfJuI( -t; &) # 0 : lim eQ’Jur( - t; p’,) #O, 
I--r -cc f--t +m 
lim ep”P’Js,(-t;&)#O : lim ep”Q’Js,(-t;&.)#O, 
t-r -00 I+ +a? 
lim ePprJq,( - t; &.) # 0 : lim eC”Q’Jq,(-t;pi)#o. 
I--r -cc r--t +cc 
This implies that each of them can be expressed as a suitable linear 




with ab = 1 and x # 0. Here we can take a = b = 1 by replacing s,(t; II,) 
with as,(t; p*), if necessary. 
On the other hand, since Jz( - t; &) is a solution of (C.2) with the initial 
condition Jz(0; &), we have 
w-t; Pi+) = Xl(C P,) x;‘m P*) w; cc;,, 
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where X,(t; p*) is a fundamental matrix given by 
Jx$ P*) = (Pl(C P*h h(C P*h s,(c CL*), 41(c P*)). 
Thus we have 
z(t;~*)=JXI(-t;~;)X1l(O;~~)JZ(O;~*). 
But we also have 
z(t; CL*) = X,(t; P*) X;‘(O; P,) 40; P*), 
and combining these two expressions gives us 
This expression holds for any initial condition ~(0; p.+), and hence, 
Therefore, we obtain 
JX,( --t; PL;) = X,(t; P*)C (C.4) 
where C=X;‘(O; ~L,)JX,(O;~!+). By the definition of X,(t;p*) and (C.3) 




; :, . 
x 
Put t = 0 in (C.4) and p.+ = p,, = (0, y, 0), and take the determinant of both 
sides of (C.4), then we get 
det X,(0; p,,) = det X,(0; ,LA,) .det C, 
and hence, det C = -x = 1, since X1( t; pL*) is non-singular. Using 
x = -1 # 0, we can replace ql(t; pO) with 
if necessary, so that ql(t; CL,,) satisfies 
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By extending it into a continuous family (ql(t; p,)} for p* #pO, it is easy 
to make ql(t; pL*) as well as pl(t; p,), u,(t; p*), and s,(t; cl,) satisfy (C.l). 
Next, we construct p2(t; p,), u,(t; p,), s,(t; pL*), and q2(t; y.+) so as to 
satisfy (a) of Lemma 2.10. Since we have also fixed ~~(1; ,u,) = h,(t; pL*), we 
can readily see that 
P2kd+J= --JPl(-GI**h 
in view of Proposition 2.2. 
As for the other fundamental solutions, we consider the variational 
equations around h,(t; pi) and h,(t; cl!+) (=Jh,( -rt; ,u,)) as follows: 
2 = DB(h,(c pi); P*b, (C.5) 
and 
i = DF(h,(t; pi); p*)z. (C.6) 
Note that these two variational equations coincide with each other when 
p* = PO = (0, Y, 0). 
Suppose z(t) is a solution of (CS), then Jz( -t) is a solution of (C.6), 
because of the symmetry 
In fact, 
$(Jz(-r))= -Ji(-t)= -JDP(h,(-t;p*);p*)z(-1) 
Therefore, Ju,( - t; ,M*), Js,( - t; p,), and Jq,( -t; pu,) are all fundamental 
solutions of (C.6) and have the following asymptotic behaviors in view of 
Proposition 2.1: 
lim e”Q’.h,(-t;p*)#o : lim 
t- --co 
eQ’Jz4,( - t; p,) # 0, 
I--t cm 








This implies that each of them can be expressed as a suitable linear 




with I# 0. Here we can take a = b = 1 by multiplying suitable constants to 
s,(t; ,u’,) and u,(t; pi), if necessary. Since x # 0, it also loses no generality 
to assume x = 1 and o = 0. Therefore, we have proved (a) of Lemma 2.10. 
Finally we prove that the fundamental solutions pi(t; pL*), u,(t; p*), 
si(t; p*), and qi(t; p.J (i= 1, 2) taken above satisfy Lemma 2.10(b). In fact, 
since qi(t; p*) (i= 1, 2) was taken to satisfy 
Jq1(-t; A.1 = -91(c P*) 
and 
we see that 
A similar argument works for the other fundamental solutions, and there- 
fore, we have the desired assertion. 
The proof of Lemma 2.10 is, thus, completed. 1 
APPENDIX D: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.11 
(a) By definition of N,, 
N,(-t,Jz,p;~*)=B(hl(-t;~*)+Jz;~+~*)-~’(~l(-~~~*)~CL*) 
-DD%(h,(-t;p*);p*)Jz. 
From Proposition 2.2, it turns to 
and then, from (Sym. 1 ), we have 
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Using Proposition 2.2(d) and (Sym. 2), we similarly have 
(b) Let i(t; 5, P; pL*) be 
i(t;~,F;~*)=Jz,(-t;~‘,r,F’;~~:), 





from (Sym. 1) and (a) of Lemma 2.11, and hence, we have 
= D9(h,(c p*); P*) UC 5, fi; P,) + N*(t; i(t; 5, Pi P*h 8; CL*) 
in view of Proposition 2.2 and (D.l). Furthermore, using (2.10) and (2.15), 
we have 
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Therefore, the uniqueness of the solution of the ordinary differential equa- 
tion (2.12) for i= 2 shows that [(t; 4, ,ii; p.+) is identical to z,(t; <, fi; CL*), 
and hence, 
Using (Sym. 2), Proposition 2.2, Lemma 2.11(a), (2.11), and (2.15), we 
also have 
since 
-z,(t; Gt, iliz; pg=z20; 5, A P*h 
satisfies (2.12) for i = 2 and 
i(O; 5, A 11,) = z2m 4, fi; P,). 
In fact, 
and 
[(O; 5, p; p*) =-z,(O; C25,P’; Pu”,, = -X1(0; 4) ( > ear 2 
= --x,(0; pi) c2 
0 0 0 = 5 =X,(0; p*) 0 5 z2(0; 5, Pi P*). 
Therefore, the proof of Lemma 2.11 (b) is completed. 
(c) First we prove 
(D.2) 
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for i = 1. By definition of E;, we have 
mc5, P’; P’,, 
=+(;)-Jnm X,(7; P:)-’ N,(T, z,(T; &t, P’; P:,, ci’; P:, dT 1 
which, from (2.10) and Lemma 2.11 (a) and (b), turns to 
where the last equality comes from 9X, = CIP’. Then, by changing z with 
-T, we have 
The case i = 2 in (D.2) can be similarly proved. 
Next we show 
-w~25,P’; PL:) = Gq(5,ci; CL*), 
for the sign being -. In fact, 
Jq@‘,t, P'; CL:) 
(D-3) 
X,(7; &c-l N,(T, z,(T; ‘3, fi’; pi), P’; pi, dz 1 
C,~,(G pJ1 N,(T, -z,(c <, Pi P,), ci2; P',, dz 1 
= BC, x2(7; P&' N,(r, zz(z; 5, P; P*), F; P*) dt 
I 
= c,s?? X,(T; ~z+c-~ N,(t, z,(c 5, b; P*), A pL*) dr 1 = C2.5,(5, P; P*L 
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where the second equality follows from (2.11) and Lemma 2.11(b), the 
third equality follows from Lemma 2.11(a), and the fourth equality follows 
from the commutativity of 9 and C,. The case of the sign being + in (D.3) 
can be similarly proved. 
(d) In view of Lemma 2.11(c), 
E,&&p’;p!J=o 
is equivalent to 
q%,ci;P*)=O (i’ = 3 - i). 
On the other hand, from (2.20)‘and (2.21), it identically holds that 
E;(~‘“‘,~i”‘-(~‘“‘,~;~*), 5~“‘~(5’“‘,~;~*),8;~*)~0 (i= 1, 2), 
and 
E+(p+(5’“‘, fi; I**), P’, ty+(P, P; P*L A CL*) -0 (i = 1, 2). 
Therefore, we have 
and thus, 
which show the former half of Lemma 2.11(d). 
We can similarly prove the latter half. Indeed, from Lemma 2.11(c), 
E:(C*& fi*; pi)=0 
is equivalent to 
El(<, AP*)=Ov 
which implies that 
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and 
Therefore we have 
~y(5”,fi2;p:)= -5i”-(-5°AP**) 
4’1”‘-(4°,cL2;c1:)=5:y)-(--oIP;~**) 
pf’+(t”, fi’; &,= -ty-to, I-i; P*) 
4’1”‘+(5°,F2;~~)=5:“‘+(-r0,1i;~*). 
(e) From Lemma 2.11(d) and the definition of Ci”’ and <i”’ (i= 1,2), 
it identically holds that 
~j”‘(F;~*)=S1U)+(rls)(lli;CL*),~;II*)=t;~~)-(SIS)(F;~*),~1;1U:,) 
and 
which shows that 
p’( fi. p 1 ‘* ) = (1”( /Ii’. p1 ). 9 * 
Similarly, we can prove 





Therefore, the proof of Lemma 2.1 l(e) is completed. 1 
APPENDIX E: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.3 AND THEOREM 3.4(b) 
Recall that the parameter & appeared in Proposition 3.3 and 
Theorem 3.4 is an arbitrary value that belongs to the one-parameter family 
{ ,u”* } for small E. 
505/86/2-IO 
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Now we consider an s-parameter family of heteroclinic solutions 
h,(t; ,u;) constructed by singular perturbation method (see [ 12]), where 
&=(~>,y*,fl*)withc2=lim~~~c~. We first compute the required quan- 
tities in the limit of E JO. Then, using the continuity, we have the conclusion 
for small E. In this appendix we write the components of h,(l; &) as 
(u”, z4;, uE, u; )I. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. (a) In view of (1.2), we see that 
(E.1) 
The solution cjl(t; &) is constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.8 (see 
Appendix B). We write tj,(t; ,u”,) in component as 





O;(t; pi) dt. (E.3) 
Recalling that C;(t; &) converges uniformly to the slow exponentially 
decaying negative solution C:(t) of (B.9) (see (B.15) in Appendix B), we 
see that the quantity (E.3) becomes strictly positive. Note that if we change 
the normalization of 5; (see (B.lO) and (B.14) in Appendix B) to 
(OF, S,) = 1 and 
the above quantity (E.3) becomes strictly negative. 
(b) In view of the nonlinearity (1.2), we similarly see that 
(E.4) 
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Hence we have 
(E.5) I 
+oO 
= lq(t; p”,) . u”(t; p”,) dt. 
-22 
We compute the limiting value of (ES), i.e., 
(E.6) 
Recall that fif satisfies (see (B.9) in Appendix B) 
t?: + c*,d,* - (rc*/&) a0 + (det*lf,*) fi: =O. (E.7) 
Here we used the fact that (fir, S,) = -1 (see (B.lO)). On the other hand, 
vf = (d/dt)u* satisfies 
cl* - czti: + (?c*/[$)( v:, So) 6, + (det*/f,*) UT = 0. (E.8) 
In view of (E.7) and (E.8), we see by direct computation that 
6: = -(vf, I!?,)-’ e-“:‘v:. 








2<u:, so> s --m e 
-‘+I*)~ dt. (E.lO) 
Here we used the fact that the boundary integral $(u*) e-c:‘j T, vanishes, 
since v* satisfies 
ti*-c~ti*+g(h*(o*),p*)=o. (E.ll) 
It is clear from (E.lO) that lim,lo (d/ay) E,(&)#O unless c; 
( =limBLo c”*) =O. Since (a/+) s ( e ) y1 pL+ is a continuous function of E (includ- 
ing s=O; see (E.5) and (B.15)), we can conclude, when c: # 0, that 
-+ww for small E>O. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.4(b). We shall compute the limiting value of 
(a/&) E,( &) as E J 0. Since it follows from Lemma 5.5 that (a/&) Z,( &.) 
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is a continuous function of E up to E = 0, the sign of (a/&) ,Yi( &) is preser- 
ved for small E provided that lim, l0 (a/&) E,( &) # 0. 
In view of (1.3), we see that 
(E.12) 
Hence we have 
= (E.13) 
From (B.6) and (B.14),.,, the right-hand side of (E.13) becomes 
+zu;(~Y*)+ (-O;)+v; .O; dt. 1 (E.14) 
The second term of (E.14) vanishes when ~10. In fact, using the 
Schwartz inequality, we have 
TU;(L”“)+ (-6;) dt <z IIu;IIL2. II(L”“)+ (e;)llL2. (E.15) 
-m 
Since (L”“)+: L2(R) + L*(R) is a uniformly bounded operator with respect 
to E (Appendix B and [20, Sect. 31) and Ilt?‘IIL2 is also uniformly bounded, 
the right-hand side of (E.15) is majorized by rM IIu~IIL2, where M is a 
constant independent of E. On the other hand, the construction of (~8, v’) 
by the singular perturbation method [ 121 implies that u; = sti’ is uniformly 
bounded and IIszi’Il~~ tends to zero of order O(G). 
Let us compute the remaining two terms of (E.14). The following lemma 
is useful to compute the first term. 
LEMMA E.l (see [20, Lamma 3.11). (a) lim,l,ii”, = (d/dy) W in the 
Cf.,. -sense, 
(b) lhlo &;“=r#(d/dy) Wx in the Cf.,,-sense, where ii;(y) = 
u;(.zy) and @f(y) = cpE’(&y) (i.e., y = t/E is a stretching coordinate), W is the 
unique solution of the scalar equation on R, 
$ w-c,(B’)-$ w+f(w, p*)=o 
W(+m)=h.(p*), W(O)=h,(P*), 
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where c,,( fl) is the uniquely determined velocity of the traveling front of the 
above scalar equation, /?* =lim,,, v”(O), (d/dy) W’ = e-co’P”y(d/dy) W, 
Y= ll(d/dy)WII~&,~ and Y# = II(d/4)W#Ili&,. 
Using this lemma and Lemma B.3, we see that 
where 
j(B)= g(h+(P*), P*)- dh-(B*)> B*)- 
On the other hand, (B.15) and the construction of VT show that 
s 
+CC 
lim v; .I?; dt = (of, ST), 
&IO -a2 
(E.17) 
where VT denotes the uniform limit of v; as E JO. For the later use, it may 
be convenient to rewrite the right-hand side of (E.17) by using the notation 
used in [20]: 
(v 1*, v^: > = 4 ~o),(OKzo, zo” >r (E.18) 
Namely, z. [resp. z,“] denotes the unique solution of the SLEP differential 
equation [resp. the adjoint of the SLEP differential equation] with the 
normalization ( zo, So) = 1 [resp. (zo#, So) = 11, and V. is the v-compo- 
nent of the outer solution of the singularly perturbed solution (u’, v’) (see 
[20] for details). 
Thus, we see from (E.16) and (E.18) that 
is equivalent to 
i^ ,* 9 (I/,),(0)(z,, zo” >,. (E.19) 
Dividing both sides of (E.19) by 
vv#AP*) $ W,$ W# ( >i f$, Y 
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which is strictly positive, we have 
The coefficient of the right-hand side of (E.20) can be rewritten as 
where rc* = rc; IC : (see Lemmas B.1 and B.3). In fact, it follows from 
Lemma B.3 that 
tc*= -yy”j(p*) > .d %(P*), Y dP (E.22) 
and from (B.5) and (E.l 1 ), we see that 
@ = -(~o/,)x(O) f GAP*). (E.23) 
The equality (E.21) follows from (E.22) and (E.23). 
Hence, (E.20) (or (E.19)) is equivalent to 
Cr^,*)’ z t - (z(), zo” ),. 
< K* 
(E.24) 
This coincides with [20, (4.27)], which determines the sign of the real 
critical eigenvalue of the linearized problem at the travelling front solution 
(i.e., h(r; &I). 
Thus, using [20, Theorems 3.2 and 4.13 and the continuity of 
(a/&) Z1( &) up to E = 0, we can conclude that, for small E, 
[resp. < 0] 
is equivalent to the asymptotic stability [resp. instability] of the travelling 
front solution (i.e., heteroclinic orbit h,(t; cl”,)) in the PDE sense. 1 
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